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PREFACE

Tins uintli edition of the " Cxuide to Fossil Maininals and

Birds " difters very little from the eighth, which was entirely

re-written in 1904. It still remains merely a Guide, and is

not in any sense a systematic treatise. As fossils can only

1)6 understood l»y tliose who have some acquaintance with

the existing world of life, it assumes on the part of the

reader at least as mucli elementary knowledge as is con-

tained in the Guides to the Department of Zoology. Its

arrangement is determined hy that of tlie cases and

specimens, and it sometimes refers to trivial details which

are of interest solely to visitors actually in the Galleries.

Many of the specimens bear small discs of green or red

paper. Those marked with green discs are either " type-

specimens," or have been described and illustrated in some

scientific work, to which a reference is given on the label.

Those marked with red discs have l)een merely noticed or

briefly described in print.

A. SMITH WOODWAED,

Keeiicr of Geolojiy.

February, 1909.





INTRODUCTION

Objects much reseml)ling fishes, shells, plants, and other

remains of living things, have been noticed in rocks from

time immemorial. They are so abundant and conspicuous

in some of the countries round the Mediterranean, where
the Greek and Eoman civilisations flourished, that

they cann()t fail to have attracted the attention of the

earliest observers. Herodotus, for example, referred to

sea-shells from the stone quarries in the hills of Egypt and
the Libyan desert. Other contemporary philosophers and
writers made similar observations, and most of them appear

to have reached the very natural conclusion, that these

])etrified relics were originally l)uried in the bed of the sea,

whicli had hardened and become dry land through the retreat

of the waters.

At this early period in the study of natural philosophy,

however, it was a common belief that animals could originate

from the mud or slime of lakes and rivers. There was
therefore another reasonable explanation of their occurrence

as petrifactions in stone whicli seemed simpler, l)ecause it

did not involve any startling theories as to great changes in

the relations of land and sea. If certain animals could l)e

generated in mud, it appeared quite probable that they should

sometimes remain c(mcealed in their native element without

rcacliing the surface, and in that case they would become
hardened into stone itself. As Theophrastus remarked
concerning ])etrified fishes, they might have " either developed

from fresh spawn left behind in the earth, or gone astray

from rivers or the sea into cavities of the earth, where they

had l)ecome petrified." These bodies thus appeared to be

mere curiosities, and Ihey were treated as such by Aristotle,
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who was cniik'ut In ivgiiid tlicin us pidduccd liy some |»lastic

force ill the rock which he coiiM not ex]jlain.

Tlie authoritative opinion of Aristotle was almost

universally accei^ted hy the few writers who considered the

subject before the revival (jf learning,' towards the l)eginiiing

of the sixteenth century. By this time the numerous sliells,

teeth, and fish-remains met with in tlie stone quarries of

Italy had induced several obserxeis in that country to

i'ec(-)usider the question of their true nature. Similar

(lisco^eries in other European countries were also being

discussed in their bearing (m the same proldem. The objects

found in stone were now closely compared with the shells,

teeth, and skeletons of tlie animals most nearly resembling

them M'hicli still lived in the ^lediterranean sea. The
plant-remains were also studied deeply in cttunection with

the leaves of the known existing vegetati<m. The result was
that, although many oliservers still adhered to the long-

prevalent belief, some of the most philosophical minds were

compelled l)y strict reasoning to admit that the fossilia

(Latin, " things dug up "), or fossils, as they were now
commcjiily termed, were really the remains of the once-living

animals and plants which they appeared to represent.

Leonardo da Yinci, the well-known painter, was one of the

first to support this opinion witli unansweraljle arguments
;

while Steno, a Professor in the University of Padua, more
than a century later, made it impossible any longer to doubt

his demonstration of the facts. Steno's collection was

acquired by the English Gresham Professor, Jolin Woodward,
who bequeathed it to the L'niversity of Caml)ridge, where it

is still preserved in the AVoodwardian ]\Iuseum.

The true nature of fossils was thus settled by the

l)eginning of the eighteenth century and the next problem
was to explain how the remains of sea-animals had been

Iniried in the rocks far inland and at .gi'eat heights among
hills and mountains. For at least sixty years it was the

prevailing opinion that all the phenomena could be accounted

lor by the Deluge recorded in the Pentateuch. There were,

how^ever, many difficulties in accepting this ex] Sanation,

and the discussions at the time led to a most detailed study

of the manner in which the fossils were grouped and

distrilmted in tlie different kinds of rock. Observations

accumulated at a remarkalde rate, until, by the end of the

eighteenth century, it became quite clear that the fossilised

animals and ])lants could not have lived all together at one
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time, but beltjuged to many dittereiit periods of the earth's

history. Their destruction aud burial, therefore, could not

1)6 ascribed to any single great catastrophe. It was demon-

strated that during past ages the distrilnition of land and

sea, mountains and plains, had frequently changed—that, in

fact, rain, rivers, waves, currents, \'olcanoes, and phenomena
like earthquakes, were continually altering the earth's

surface, even under the eyes of man himself. Tiie fossils

were proved in most cases to be buried in displaced portions

of sea-l)ottom, and in the mud of dried-up lakes ; and it was

realised that the relative ages of these deposits could be

determined liy the order in which they lay one upon

another. Thus arose tlie true " science of the earth," which

was named Geology l)y De Luc in 1778.

An English civil engineer, "William Smith (1769-18o9),

was perhaps tlie first to realise fully the possibilities of this

new ])raucli of learning. His i)rofessiou necessitated much
travel through the country, and his interest in the distri-

bution of fossils in the different kinds of rock led him to

make a large collection, which was acquired by the British

]\Iuseum in 1816, and is now exhibited in Gallery No. 11

of the Department of Geology. His published maps and

writings pro\'e that the various features of the landscape,

in districts where fossils occur, are naturally carved out of

layers of rock, which are simply old sea-beds or lake-beds

piled one upon another, the oldest at the bottom, the newest

at the top, each containing its own definite and invariable

set of fossils. They also show that in most cases when these

old sediments were raised into dry land, they were tilted in

vaiious ways from their originally horizontal position ;
so

tliat it is often possible in a short walk to pass over the cut

edges of many successi\"e layers, ])erhaps hundreds of feet in

thickness, representing immense periods of time.

AVhile Smith and others were busily engaged in collecting

fossils and observing their distril)ution, lUumenliach, Cuvier,

Lamarck. Lrongniart, and other naturalists were occupied

with a detailed study of the fossils themselves. They soon

(U'moustrated tliat, while most of these petrified remaius
could be interpreted by comparing them with the life of the

present world, a large proportion represented animals and
plants no longer existing. They also o])served that the

older the fossils, the more strikingly different they were
from any animals and plants now living. It therefore

became evident that fossils attbrded a means of discovering
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the past history of life ou ihc earth —of deteruiiuiiig the

gradual stages by which our present animals and plants

have become wliat they are, and have assumed theh* present

geographical distribution. Thus was attained the "science

of ancient life," which was named Palaeontology by
H. 1). de Blainville and Fischer von AValdheim in is::;4.

The Department of Geology in the British Museum
chieliy deals with fossils from the latter point of view, and
attempts to explain the main leatures in the life of ^the

Present bv reference to that of the Past.

Note to the Geological Time-scale.—The names in the three columns
to the left are applied only to periods of time. The names in the two
columns on the right are those of actual strata deposited during the time-

periods opposite wliich they are placed. These strata or rock-groups are

onlv a few out of the many that might have been mentioned, and it must
not be inferred that those in the European column are the precise

equivalents of those next them in the British column. It is just because

rock-formations in different parts of the world so rarely are equivalent,

that a time-scale is needed to which each can be referred. The absolute

duration of the divisions on the time-scale is a matter of pure conjecture

;

but their relative duration can be roughly estimated from the thickness

of the rocks. An attempt is made to represent this relative duration by
the diagram to the right, which is based on the thickness of the rocks in

N.W. Europe.
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RELATIVE LENGTHS OF EPOCHS
AS KKPRESENTED BV THICKNESS OF ROCKS

TERTIARY. l.iiOOft.

CRETACEOUS. '2.500 ft.

JURASSIC. 5,000 ft.

TRIASSIC. 3.000 It.

PERMIAN. 1,.-,110 11.

CARBONIFEROUS.

I-J.dOO ft.

DEVONIAN. 4,000 ft.

SILURIAN.

7,1100 ft.

ORDOVICIAN.

15,000 ft.

CAMBRIAN.
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A GUIDE
TO THE

FOSSIL MAMMALS AND BIKDS.

GALLEEIES Nos. 1, 2.—FOSSIL MAMMALIA.

The ]\Iammalia, or warm-blooded quadrupeds which nourish
their young with milk, are so modern, geologically speaking,

that most of theii* fossil remains occur in comparatively
superficial deposits where they have not been much petriiied

or mineralised. A large proportion of the fossil hones of

this Class thus appear almost as fresh as those of newly-
prepared skeletons, being merely stained by the sand or mud
in which they have been buried. Some of the bones, from
the most recent deposits and Pleistocene formations, are

indeed changed only by the loss of their animal-matter,

wliich causes them to become brittle and powdery ; and
when the?e are disinterred it is necessary to harden them
Ity treatment with a solution of gelatine or glue, which often

produces a shiny surface. ]\Iost of the Ijones from the

sandstones, shales, and limestones of the earlier Tertiary

formations, have their animal-matter replaced by silica and
oxides of iron, which also fill their interstices and impart to

tliese specimens a natural hardness.

The fossil ]\Iammalia are arranged in the Galleries not

according to their geological age Init primarily in the natural

groups recognised by zoologists. The extinct representatives

of each Order are placed together, the various Sub-orders

and Families being usually arranged in a descending scale

from the higliest to the lowest. This arrangement within

the Order obviously corresponds more or less with the

geological succession of its various representatives ; for the

higher groups occur later in time, the lower groups earlier.
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The series begins on the right-hand side of the entrance to

Gallery No. 1 and is continued round this Gallery to the

left-hand side of the same entrance. The peculiar ]\Iammalia

of the Orders Edentata, Marsupialia, and Monotremata are

placed in Gallery No. 2. Many of the larger specimens are

necessarily mounted (jn separate pedestals or in separate

cases, not in their exact systematic position hut as near tlie

allied fossils as possible.

Boxe-Beds.

Case A. Most of the fossil remains of ]\Iammalia are obtained
Pier-case 2. 1'rom " bone-beds " or great accumuhitions of Ijones, wliicli

have been formed by tlie deatli and rapid Ijurial of large

troops of animals, or Ijy the washing together of portions of

skeletons by streams and cuiTcnts. In the Island of Samos,
for example, there is an extensive Itme-bed of Lower Pliocene

age, which seems to have resulted from the destruction of

herds of quadrupeds by a fall of volcanic dust from some
neighbouring eruption. In Greece there are several bone-

beds also of Lower Pliocene age, which must have accumu-
lated rapidly in lakes or temporary pools. These have ))een

excavated especially at Pikermi, near Athens, and a fine slali

from one of them, presented by Mr. Alexander Skouses, is

shown in a special Case A, near Talde-case 1. In this small

specimen (Plates II, III) tliere are remains of carnivores,

antelopes, gazelles, the three-toed horse {Hi'pparion), and
two birds, crowded together in red marl, which was originally

mud washed down from the neighbouring marble-range of

Pentelieon. ]\lany of the bones are in natural associatitm

(as, for instance, those of one bent leg oi. Hij)parioii), sliowing

that parts of the skeletons were l)uried rapidly before all

the ligaments and muscles which held them together had
decayed. At Olivola, in the CaiTara Mountains, Italy, there

is an Upper Pliocene torrent-deposit filled with bones and
pebbles ; and good examples of this are shown in I'ier-case 2

(top shelf). In many places, in the deposits left by rivers,

there are great collections of bones Ijrought together Ijy

eddying currents, such as those discovered in the valley of

the Thames during the working of brick-fields at Ilford and
Crayford. There are also numerous fissures, especially in

limestone districts, largely filled witli accumulations of 1 tones

which have fallen or been washed into them. When these

Ijones are mingled with angular fragments of rock and
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Block of Lower riiocene I\Iarl from I'ikenui. (ireece, crowded with remains of Mamiuals
and a few bones of Birds ; about one-tifth nat. size. The central skull belongs
to Hipparum, the surrounding bones to Hqqiarion, various antelopes, and one
small carnivore. (Case A.)

1 To face j/. 2.







B.M. GlIDE FOSS. MAM>r. and BIRDS. PLATE III.

Block of Lower Pliocene Marl from Pikermi, Greece, crowded with bone.s (opposite

side of specimen shown in Plate II.). The bent hind liml> of Hipparion is

conspicuous, surrounded by other bones of this animal and antelopes, with
bird-bones below. (Case A.)

[7'o face p. 3.
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cemented together by carbonate of lime, they are termed Pier-case 2.

" bone-breccias " (Italian breccia, a crumb). Examples are

shown from Gibraltar, from ]\linas Geraes, Brazil, and from
the Vrelliugton Caves, New South Wales (Pier-case 2, top

shelf). Treacherous ground, like a swamp or peat-bog, is

often rich in the skeletons and other remains of animals
which have become mired by accident. The salt marshes
or " licks " of North America thus yield remarkable skeletons

of the mastodon (Stand B), while the tundras of Siberia

entomb innumerable carcases of the mammoth and woolly
rhinoceros.

Caverns.

The ])one-bearing deposits on the floors of caverns in "Wall-case

limestone districts are particularly interesting, because in p.
*••

„
many cases the fossil remains have not been introduced by Table-case
accident, but by men or wild beasts which have inhabited 1-

these retreats. In England and Wales, for example, a large

proportion of the caverns were hytena-dens during the

rieistocene period, and the remains both of the hyreuas and
of their prey are found in the red clay covering the floor.

Other caverns were inhabited by primitive man, either

exclusively by him or only at times when the hysenas were
driven out ; and in such cases there are articles of human
^\'orkmansllip, traces of fire, and even l)oues of man himself,

in the same kind of deposit. This " cave-earth," as it is

termed, is mainly the residue of decomposed limestone, and
it is mixed with drippings of lime-water, which evaporate

and leave a crust of carbonate of lime, When a cavern

l)ecomes deserted and the drippings are undisturbed, the

limy crust thickens slowly into a layer of " stalagmite,"

\\hich seals up whatever may be l^eneath in a permanent
state of preservation. A specimen of the resulting floor

from Brixham Cave, near Torquay, enclosing an antler of a

reindeer, is seen in Wall-case 1. An interesting piece of

stalagmite enclosing human remains, from the cavern of

Bruniquel, France, is also sliown in the same case.

Mammals of Pleistocene Europe.

Unfortunately, the surface (jf the land changes so rapidly

by weathering and "denudation" (natural wearing down
and washing away), that no once-inhabited caverns hitherto

discovered date liack further than tlie I'lcistocene period.

B 2
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"Wall-ease For this comparatively modern geological epoch, however,

p. '• 2 they have furnished a nearly complete idea of the human
Table-case races and the animal life inhabiting western Europe at

1- least ; and a typical collection of remains illustrating this

story is exhibited in Wall-case 1, Pier-case 2, Table-case 1,

and two adjoining special frames.

Pier-case 2. The western portion of continental Eur(j[)e in the Pleisto-

cene period included the British Isles, ^^•hich had not at that

time been separated from the mainland. The probable

extent of the land is shown by a map on the pillar adjoining

Pier-case 2. The hollow at present occupied by the North
Sea would then be a wide valley or plain through which
rivers flowed ; and it was inhaljited by troops of mammals
whose remains lie scattered in abundance over the Dogger
Bank and other portions of the existing floor of the sea.

These bones and teeth are continually dredged up by the

fishermen, and a typical series of them, from the collection

of Mr. J. J. Owles, of Great Yarmouth, is shown in Pier-

case 2. Here there is evidence of wolf, hyiena, bear, beaver,

ox, bison, an extinct fallow-deer {C. hroivm), Irish deer, rein-

deer, elk, horse, woolly rhinoceros, and mammoth. Though
the specimens were doubtless originally buried in the sands

and gravels deposited by the rivers, they must have been
washed out by the scour of the tides and currents, for they

have lain for some time exposed on the sea-bed, as shown
by the remains of serpuhe, oyster spat, and otlier marine
organisms upon them.

Wall-case As proved by the fragmentary bones and teeth exhil^ted
1- in Wall-case 1 and Pier-case 2, the British caverns yield

ler-case
. pyideuce of a remarkable series of mammals living together

in this part of Europe during the Pleistocene period, some
being now confined to the Arctic liegions, others to the

Tropics, others still living here, and some now quite

extinct. The complete list (except rats, mice, etc.) is as

follows

Northern- .\nd Arctic Mammalia.

Glutton (Gulo luscufs),

Ai'ctic Fox (Canis lagojjiis).

Eeindeer {Raiigifer tarandus).
Lemming {Myodes lemmus and Cuniculus torquatus).
Pica (Lagomys pusillus).

Mannot {Arctomys marmotta).
Souslik {SxiermophiluR erytlirogenoides).
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Temperate Mammalia. Wall-case
1.

Wild Cat {Felis cahis). Pier-ease 2.

Lynx {Fells Jijnx).

Otter {Lutra vulgaris).

Badger {Mdes taxus).

Stoat {Mitstela crminea).

Weasel (Mustcla vulgaris).

Marten {Mustela martes).

Fox iCanis vulpes).

Wolf (Canis lupus).

Brown Bear (Jjrsus arctos).

Grissly Bear {Ursus horrihilis).

Horse (Equus caballus).

Bison {Bison bonasus).

Roebuck {Caprcolus caprea).

Stag {Cervus elaphus).

Wild Boar (Sus scrofa).

Hare {Lepus europxus).

Rabbit {Lejnis cuniculus).

Beaver {Castor fiber).

Southern Mammalia.

Lion (Felis lea).

Leopard {Felis j^nrdus).

Kaffir Cat {Felis caffra).

Spotted Hyiena {Hy,xna crocuta).

Hippopotamus {Hiprpopotamus amphibius).

Extinct Mammalia.

Sabre-toothed Tiger {Maclixrodus latideus).

Short-nosed Cat {Felis brevirostris).

Cave-bear {Ursus si)el!eus).

Woolly Rhinoceros {Ehinoceros antiquitatis).

Narrow-nosed Rhinoceros [B. lepAorliinus).

Large-nosed Rhinoceros {B. megarhinus).
Irish Deer {Cervus giganteus).

Urus {Bos 2>riuiigenius).

M amnioth (Ehphas jjrim igen ius)

.

Straight-tusked Elephant {ElepJias autiquus).

The reuiains of some of these animals liave an interesting

distril)ution. The cave-bear occurs most abundantly in the

oldest layer of the floor, as in Kent's Cavern and the Cres-

well Caves. It is the only animal found in some of the

caverns of Franconia and the Harz Mountains, Germany,
Avhere most of the individuals are aged and seem to have
retreated to these quiet spots to die. The British lion

appears to have been most numerous in the neighbourhood
of the Mendip Hills. The hippopotamus ranged as far north

as Kirkdale Cave in the A'"ale of Pickering, Yorkshire. The
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Wall-case luaiainotli occurs chiefly in the hya-na-dens, wliere it is

-D- o leiiieseiited onlv l»v the teeth of vonn;' individuals wliich
Pier-case 2. ^ ', " , i" i i. n iwould be a much more ready prey than the luli-grown ijeasts.

The hypcna-dens are easily recognised, not merely by the

abundance of the remains of the hya-nas themselves, hut

also hy their " coprolites " (or fossilised excrement) and the

gnaM-ed Ijones of their prey. The tooth-marks of tliese

animals are often quite distinct ; and the long Ijones of their

prey are usually represented only hy the middle of the shaft,

the ends having been gnawed away until the hyienas could

scoop out the whole of the marrow with their tongue. Very
good examples are exhibited from the Ihixham, Doward's

AVood, AVookey, and Creswell Caves.

The old river-deposits in the valley of the Thames, whicli

are contemporaneous witli the lower cavern deposits, have

yielded remains of the same mammals as the latter, with the

addition of the elk (Alces maclilu), the musk-ox (Ovihos

moschatus), and the saiga antelope {Saiga tatarica). Tliese

will be referred to again when treating of the systematic

collection.

!\Ian Associated with Pleistocene Mammals.

Table-case iJuiing the whole of the Pleistocene period, while the
^- mammals just enumerated lived in Western Europe, man was

undou1)tedly present as a Avandering hunter. Very few of

his bones occur ; but his implements of stone and bone, with

occasional traces of his fires, are found in intimate association

with the remains of the wild Ijeasts. A few examples of the

primitive implements are arranged in Table- case 1 and in the

drawers of an adjacent cabinet, which contains the greater

part of the late Sir Joseph Prestwich's collection.

All the stone implements found in the Pleistocene

deposits are of the " Palaeolithic " or ancient-stone-age type,

i.e., they are roughly chipped (not polished), and their

broadest end would Ijc grasped or fixed, while their narrowest

or pointed end would be used for chopping, cutting, or

scraping. In the valley of tlie Thames, as in many other

places, these implements are of flint ; and some of the spots

on the river-bank where the Palfeolithic hunter actually

made his equipment have been discovered. One such
" floor," explored by Mr. Plaxman C. J. Spurrell at Crayford

in Kent, is illustrated by a selection from his collection

in Table-case 1. Here are the flakes which were struck
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away in trimming tlie flint-nodules to shape, and among Table-ease

them is a broken jaw of a woolly rhinoceros, which may
possibly represent part of the workman's food. There are

also completed implements. One example was accidentally

broken before it was finished, and so thrown aw^ay. Mr.
Spurrell recovered the two pieces, and also tlie numerous
flakes which were struck off in the fashioning of it. "With

Fig. 1.—Block of Flint from Crayford, Kent, broken by Palaeolitbic jMau
in making an implement (A), wbicb was never finisbed because it

was accidentally fractured; one-third nat. size. (Spurrell Collection,
Table case 1.)

great patience and skill he replaced all the flakes, thus Table-

i-estoriiig the flint-nodule to the original form which it had '•

when raheolithic man selected it for his work (Fig. 1).

The finest and most varied I'aheolithic stone implements
(flint or chert) are found with the bones of the Pleistocene

mammals in the higher layers of the caverns. They denote
a more advanced race of men, which Professor Boyd Pawkins
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Table-case has compared with the living Eskimo. Tlie stone imple-

ments are supplemented by bone harpoons, bone pins or

awls, and even by well-made bone needles. The sinews of

reindeer were doubtless used for sewmg together skins,

just as they are employed by the Lapps and Eskimo at the

present day. Pierced teeth were probably strung together

into necklaces and armlets. There are also incised bones,

with outlines roughly portraying the animals of the chase.

Examples of the stone and bone implements from Kent's

Cavern, Torquay, and from the French caverns, are shown in

Table-case 1. One incised reindeer antler in the same Case

from a French cavern displays the rough outline of the fore-

part of a horse. Plaster casts of more celebrated bone
implements and outline sketches of the same age, are placed

in .a frame on the wall adjoining the window.
This small selection of the handiwork of Palaeolithic

man is exhibited here merely to illustrate his association

with the Pleistocene mammals. The principal collection

both of Pala:>olithic and later workmanship in the British

Museum is placed in the Department of British and Mediaeval

Antiquities at Bloomsbury, and is described in " A Guide to

the Antiquities of the Stone Age," obtainable at the British

Museum, Bloomsbury, W.C.
The late Sir Joseph Prestwich and some other geologists

have expressed the opinion, that there is evidence of the

presence of man in western Europe at a remote time even
before most of our valleys were excavated and before the

present drainage -system of our land was established. This

evidence consists in rough pieces of flint, which seem to have
been chipped artificially along one or more edges, and may
have been used by man. These supposed implements were
first noticed by Mr. Benjamin Harrison in the high-level

plateau-gravels, probably of Upper Pliocene age, in Kent

;

and many of his sjjecimens are included in the Prestwich

Collection, of which the principal series is exhibited in

Table-case 1. They are termed " eoliths " by those who
believe that they represent the dawn of the Stone Age of

Man.

British Pliocene Mammals.

Table-ease Very little is known of the mammals inhabiting the

British area during the Pliocene period. They are only
represented by very fragmentary remains in the marine
Pliocene Crag deposits of East Auglia, and by equally un-

la.
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satisfactory teeth and bones found in a fissure in the Table-case

Carboniferous Limestone near Buxton, Derbyshire. A typical '

series of the Crag fossils is exhibited in Table-case 1a.

Madodon, Hi'pparion, Tapirus, Gazella, and Hyxnarctos, are

the most noteworthy genera. Some of the specimens may
have been washed out of Miocene deposits.

SYSTEMATIC COLLECTION.

Class.—MAMMALIA.

Sub-class I.

—

Eutheria.

Oeder I.—primates.

Sub-order 1.—Anthropoidea.

As already mentioned, the bones and teeth of man are Table-case

very rare in geological formations—he is usually represented ^•

merely by his handiwork. A few important specimens, 2, 3.

however, have been discovered, and plaster casts of these

are exhil tiled in Tal)le-case 1. There is a copy of the top

of a skull, of a very lowly type, found with the remains of

Lleistocene mammals in a cavern in the Neanderthal, near

Diisseldorf, Germany. There are also copies of two imperfect

skulls and some limb-bones of a similar lowly kind of man
(hscovered in undoubted association with Pleistocene mammals
in the cavern of Spy, near Namur, Belgium. These specimens

seem to represent a human race inferior to any now existing,

but comprising powerfully built individuals. The forehead

is low ; the bony ridges above the eyes are very prominent

;

and the chin is somewhat retreating. The radius and ulna

are unusually divergent in the middle of the fore-arm. The
femur is somewhat bent, and the tibia is comparatively

short, so that the leg cannot have been quite upright in

M'alking.

Most (jf the actual bones of man preserved in the

collection are probably quite modern compared with the

primitive race just mentioned. In Table-case 1 there are

parts of the skeleton of an aged man found at a depth of

34 feet in the Thames mud during the excavation of Tilljury

Docks. In Pier-case 2 is placetl the famous human skeleton
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Pier-ease 2. fossilised in limestone, which was ohtained in 1813 by Sir

Alexander Cochrane, R.N., from the island of Grande-Terre,

near that of Giiadaloupe in the West Indies. The rock in

which this specimen was discovered is quite a modern heach-

formation.
Table-ease The oldest known traces of a man-like skeleton are the

roof of a small skull, two grinding teeth, and a diseased

femur, discovered by Professor E. Dubois in a bed of volcanic

ash containing remains of late Pliocene or early Pleistocene

mammals near Trinil in Java. A plaster cast of the piece of

skull is placed in Table-case 1. It shows that the capacity

of the l)rain-case in this animal, which has Ijeen named
Pithecanthropus erectus, can scarcely have exceeded two-thirds

that of the average man. The forehead is very low, and the

hfmy ridges above the eyes are prominent.
Pier-case 3. Xhe man-like apes or Simiidae, which are represented at

the present day by the gibbons, orangs, chimpanzees, and
gorillas, in the tropics of Asia and Africa, also lived in

southern Europe in the latter part of the ]\Iiocene period. A
characteristic thigh-bone of one of these apes (Faidopithex

rhenanus) has been found in the lowest deposits of the

Pliocene period even so far north as Eppelsheim, Hesse-
Darmstadt. All the fossil forms are known merely by pieces

of jaws and isolated limlj-lwnes, of M'hich plaster casts are

exhibited in Pier-case 3.

The Old World monkeys are proved to date back to the

Middle Miocene ]3eriod in Europe. Mesoiyithecus, from the

Lower Pliocene of Pikermi, near Athens, is known by nearly

all parts of the skeleton, and tine skulls are shown in Pier-

case 3. It is allied to the living Indian Semnopitliccus.

Macacus, which still survives in Europe on the rock of

Gibraltar, is represented by one molar tooth (named Macacus
pliocenvs by Owen) from the Pleistocene brick-earth of Grays,

Essex.

Sl'h-o];i)EI! 2.

—

Lemuroidea.

Pier-ease 3. The lemurs, which are evidently of a lower grade than
the monkeys and apes, immediately preceded these Anthro-
poidea both in Europe and North America, and became
extinct, at least in Europe, as soon as the latter appeared.

They were quite al^undant in both regions during the Eocene
and Oligocene periods. Fine skulls and other remains of

Adapts and Nccrolemur, which are typical lemurs from the
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red Phosphorites of southern France, are shown in Pier- Pier-case 3.

case 3. There are also jaws of the same animals from the

Upper Eocene of Hordwell, Hampshire (Fig. 2), and teeth

of allied genera from the

Eocene of Dakota, U.S.A.
At the present day the lemurs

are confined to Madagascar,

parts of Africa and the

southern Asiatic region. They
are especially characteristic of

jMadagascar, and are all small

animals adapted exclusively Fig- 2.—Palatal view of left upper

for a life in trees. In the teeth oi^ l^enrnv (Adapis magna)

p , . , from Upper Eocene, Hordwell,
surface deposits and caverns ot Hampshire ; nat.size. (Pier-case 3.)

Madagascar their fossil remains

are numerous, and among these it is easy to recognise large

and even gigantic extinct kinds {Nesopithccus, Megaladapis,

etc.) which lived in the Pleistocene and Prehistoric periods.

Fig. 3.—IModel of skull and lower jaw of a supposed ariuatic Lemur
[Megaladains insignis), from a Cavern in Madagascar; one quarter

nat. size. (Pier-case 3.)

The largest species of Megaladapis {M. insignis), of which

various Iracrments are exhiliited and of which a rest(jred
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Pier-case 3. model of the skull (Fig. 3) is placed on the top shelf of

Pier-case 3, must have been about as large as a donkey.
It clearly did not live in trees, and may perhaps have been
adapted for an aquatic life. The bony rims of the orbits are

curiously produced like tliose of a hippopotamus.

Order II.—CARNIVORA.

SuB-oiiDEK 1.

—

Carnivora Vera.

Pier-ease 3. The true cats or Pelidse are well represented among
fossils, which trace back the ancestry of this highest surviving

tribe of flesh-eaters to Miocene European animals much
resembling the existing Cryptoxtroda of Madagascar. Felis

itself first appears in the Middle or Upper ]\Iiocene of

Europe, and culminated in the great ca^•e-lion, which is

probably only a variety of the existing Felis leo of Africa

and Asia. Among the numerous remains of this animal
in Pier-case 3 may be particularly noticed the fine skull

obtained by Mr. Flaxman Spurrell from the Pleistocene

l>rick-earth of Crayford, Kent. There are also jaws and
bones of a lynx from a cavern in Gales Dale, Derby.shire.

The small ancestral Felidfs are represented by jaws of

Pseuddelurus and Proselurus from the Miocene of France.

"^cst^'^H^Ti^'
^till more deadly than tlie Felidre must liave Ijeen the

extinct Nimravidse or Machaerodontidse, of which many
were as large as lions, with over-grown up}>er canine teeth

and with fore limbs as effective as gi'a])pliug irons. A plaster

cast of a complete skeleton of Machmrodiis from the pampa
of South America (now in the National Museum, Buenos
Aires), is placed on Stand D, and there are various remains
of this and allied genera in Pier-case 3. Machserodus
is often named the " saljre-toothed tiger," in allusion to its

large laterally-compressed upper canine teeth, which have
finely serrated edges. The mouth seems to have opened
to an abnormal extent to permit the effective use of these

terrible weapons (Fig. 4). As shown by the fragmentary

fossils, Machserodus is represented first in the Miocene of

France and Germany ; next in the Pliocene of France,

England, Italy, Greece, Hungary, the Isle of Samos, Persia,

and India ; and finally by the largest species in the Pleis-

tocene of France, C^ermany, Italy, England, North America,

Ecuador, Brazil, and Argentina. Teeth from Kent's Cavern
and the Creswell Caves prove its association with the cave
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men in England. The complete extinction before historic Pier-case 3.

times of so widely-spread an animal is very remarkable.

Hoploplioneus, of which skulls are exhibited, is an allied

Fig. 4.—Diagram of head of the "Sabre-toothed Tiger" (Mach.xrodus
neogiens), from the Pampa Formation of Bueuos Aires, Argentine
ilepublic, showing the widely open mouth ; one-eighth nat. size.

(After W. D. Matthew.)

genus from the Oligocene AVhite Eiver Formation of Xorth
America. Ensmilas and Adurogale, represented Ijy jaws, are

small ancestral forms from the Oligocene Pho.'^phorites of

southern France.

In the exhibition of remains of Hysenidae (Pier-case 3) Pier-case 3.

the largest space is occupied by the European cave-hyaena,

which seems to have been essentially identical with the

existing spotted hytena {Hysena crocuta) of Africa. Indi-

viduals in all stages of gi'owth are represented liy the jaws

and teeth from the English caverns, and by other fragments

from river deposits and the Norfolk Forest Bed. Other true

hyienas are known by fossils from the Lower Pliocene of

Greece, Samos, Persia, and India ; Init there are no traces

of the family in America. Ictitherium, from the Lower Table-case

Pliocene of Greece, Samos, Persia, and India, is known not

only by fine skulls, of which there are some in Table-case 2,

but also liy the greater part of the skeleton. It is an
ancestral genus, connecting the Hyajnidte with the

Viverridfe.

The Viverridae, or civets, mongooses, and their allies.
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Table-case are very old Carnivora, mIucIi appear to liaAe Ijeeu always
small animals confined to the Old "World. As shown by
remains in Table-case 2, Viverra itself seems to have lived

unchanged from tlie Upper Eocene period to the present day.

The Mustelidse, or weasels, badgers, and otters (Table-

case 2), also date back to the Upper Eocene i)eriod, Ijeginning

in the Old "Wcnld and then spreading to America. The
occurrence of the glutton (Gido luscus) in the English and
A\'elsh cave-earths, ami in the Forest Bed, is interesting.

The raccoons, or Procyonidse, are scarcely known among
fossils ; but teeth from the IJed Crag (Lower Pliocene) of

Suffolk seem to belong to the existing Indian AUurus or a

closely allied genus (plaster cast in Table-case 2).

Tlie Canidae, or wolves, foxes, jackals and dogs, have
scarcely changed in any essential respects since the ^Miocene

period, when they already flourished both in the Old World
and in Xorth America. Murchison's famous " fossil fox of

Pier-case 3. Oeningen," from the Upper ]\Iiocene of Baden, is a typical

member of the family. Cijnodictis and allied genera (Table-

case 2), from the Oligocene Phosphorites and the Upper
Pvocene of France, connect the Canidce with the Yiverridte.

"t^^^hi*^^^^
^' ^^^^ bears, or Ursidse, which are at present distribute! 1

e-case
^^^.g^. ^gg^^.j^. ^^jj |.|^g world, except Australia and Xew Zealand,

have only had so wide a range since the dawn of the

Pleistocene period. So far as known, the family began its

Fig. 5.—Skull and lower jaw of the Cave-bear {Ursus spelsbun), from a
Pleistocene Cavern Deposit in Bavaria ; about one-sixth nat. size.

existence in Europe and Asia, where there are many remains
of Pliocene, Miocene, and Oligocene animals which must be

regarded as ancestors. The true bears of modern times are

mixed feeders, and have teeth modified accordinglv. In the
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Pier-case 4.

Pleistocene period au extinct species of very large size, whose Pier-case 4.

remains are frequently found in the caverns of Europe, Table-ease

is named the cave-] )ear (C7'r.s2(6' spelBeus). A skeleton, recon-

structed from the bones of several individuals from French

caverns, is exhibited in Pier-case 4. Eemaius of this species

(Fig. 5) are common in the English and Welsh caverns, Init

it does not appear to have reached

Ireland or North America. A curious

snub-nosed bear (Arcfothcrlum), also

(jf large size, existed in the Pleistocene

period in America ; and a partially

reconstructed skeleton of it, from the

|)ampa of Buenos Aires, is mounted in

l*ier-case 4. In the Pliocene of

Europe and .\sia, and in the Miocene
(if Europe, there are bear-like quad-

rupeds with square (not elongated)

upper grinding teeth (Fig. 6). A very

large species, Ifi/asnarctos sivalensis,

from the Siwalik Formation of India,

is represented by a fine skull and other remains in Pier-

case 4. This animal seems lo have differed from the bears

and resembled the dogs in having a very prominent elljow.

Older fossils from the Miocene and Oligocene of Europe,

named Amijliicijon and Cephalor/ale (Fig. 7), belong to animals

Fig. G.—View of grind-

ing surface of molar
tooth of Hyxnarctos,
from the Red Crag of

Suffolk ; nat. size.

Table-case
2.

Fig. 7.—Right ramus of lower jaw of a primitive dog-like, bear-like
Mammal [CephalogaU hrevirostris), from the Oligocene Phosphorites
of France ; nat. size.

of a. strictly llesli-eating kind, which were neitlier bears nor
tl(jgs, but intermediate between the two families. (lood

examples of the dentition are seen in Table-case 2.
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Sub-order 2.—Creodonta.

The true Carnivora can thus be traced back to the Upper
Eocene, wlien most of them were small creatures closely

resembling the existing Viverridte. They are preceded in

the Middle and Lower Eocene, both in the Old World and
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in North America, by peculiar lowly Carnivora with a Table-case

comparatively small brain, in which the cerebral liemi-
^^*

spheres are nearly smooth and do not cover the mid-

brain. In these animals there is no special " sectorial

"

or " carnassial " (flesh-cutting tooth) near the back of the

jaw, and the whole dentition is very similar to that of

the flesh-eating pouched animals (Marsupialia) now living

in Australia and Tasmania. They were, in fact, regarded

as Marsupialia for many years, until it was discovered

that some of them possessed a complete milk-dentition

which was replaced by the usual permanent teeth. The
existing Marsupialia never have more than one milk-tooth

replaced on each side of either jaw.

These Creodonta (" flesh-teeth "), as they are termed, were

sometimes as large as lions or bears, and survived in the

nortliern hemisphere at least until the beginning of the

Miocene period. A typical series of remains, chiefly of the

Upper Eocene and Oligocene genera Hysenodon (Fig. cS) and
Pterodon, is shown in Table-case 2a. A fine jaw of a large

Pterodon from the Upper Eocene of Egypt is especially

noteworthy.

The so-called Sparassodonta from the early Tertiary

of South America seem to have been (Jreodonts in which
only one or two of the premolars and the canine were

preceded by milk-teeth. A skull and portions of jaws of

P>orluj8en(i and Prothylacinus, from the Santa Cruz Formation
of Patagonia, are exhibited in Table-case 2a.

Sub-order 3.

—

Pinnipedia.

The seals, walruses, and their allies are scarcely repre- Table-eases

sented among fossils, and no important ancestors are known. 1^' ^•

The tusks of a large walrus (Trichecodon huxleyi) have been
found in the Pliocene Ked Crag of Suffolk (see Table-case

1a). a few fragments of seals from the Norfolk Forest

Bed are sliown in Talile-case 3 ; and with tliese are plaster

casts of other remains from the Pliocene Crag of Belgium.

Order TII.-INSECTIVORA.

Among the fragmentary fossil remains of the shrews. Table-case

moles, and hedgehogs, there are none of much interest ; but
^'

they date l)ack at least to the close of the Eocene period.

C
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Table-case Jaws and liiiib-ltones of the desman {Myogale onoschata), au
^*" animal now confined to sonth-east TJussia, are sliown from

the Xorfolk Forest Bed.

Table-case
2a.

Order IV.—CHIROPTERA.

Fossil skeletons discovered in France prove tliat the bats

were as completely formed in the Upper Focene as tliey are

at the present day ; Ijut there are only imperfect skulls and

jaws in the collection of the ]\lnseum (Tahle-case 2a).

Pier-eases
6 10.

Table-cases
4, 5.

Pier-cases
6-8.

Table-case
4.

Order V.—UNGULATA.

As the hoofed animals are traced l)ackwards through

geological time, the fossils gradually lead to small marsh-

dwelling or forest-dwelling predecessors, which were adapted

to live on succulent vegetation. The existing tapirs, pigs,

peccaries, hippopotamus, and chevrotains, are the least

altered survivors of this ancestry ; while the rliinoceroses,

horses, cattle, giraffes, deer, and elephants, with effective

grinding teeth, are the highest and newest meml»ers of tlie

Order.

Sub-order 1.

—

Perissodactyla.

It seems proV)ahle that at the dawn of the Eocene period

all the hoofed animals were five-toed ; liut most of them
soon Ijcgan to exhibit a tendency towards the reduction of the

spreading foot. In one gi'oup comprising the existing tapirs,

rhinoceroses, and horses, the whole weight of tlie body

gradually became concentrated on the middle toe, so that

this gi'ew stout at the expense of the other toes. Thus arose

the uneven-toed hoofed animals or Perissodactyla. The
tapirs retain four toes on the fore foot, three on tlie liind

foot ; the rhinoceroses, three toes on each foot ; and the true

horses, only one toe on each foot (see Fig. 9).

The rhinoceroses, which are restricted to Africa and

the Indian region at the present day, wandered far from

tropical climes during the Pleistocene j^eriod and ranged

over nearly the whole of Europe and Asia, being common
even within the Arctic Circle. The northern species

(Ehinoccros antiquitatis or B. tichorhinus) seems to have

been most closely related to the nearly extinct sqnare-nosed

rhinoceros {E. shmis) of Africa. It is commonly known as
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the " woolly rhinoceros," because its niummified remains, Pier-cases
• • • ft ft

which are discovered in the frozen tundras of Siberia, prove
q,g^i,iQ.cQ^gQ

that the skin was covered with wool and long hair. It 4.

possessed two horns, of which the foremost was so large

that the usually gristly partition between the right and left

halves of the nose-cavity became bony for a support, and
this is always conspicuous in well-preserved skulls. The
actual horns (which are never bony in rhinoceroses, but

Yia. y.—Skeleton of Fore foot of three existing Perissodactyl or Uneven-
toed Ungulata—namely, Tapir (A), Rhinoceros (B), and Horse (C),

much reduced in size. R, radius ; U, ulna ; c, cuneiform ; I, lunar
;

s, scaphoid ; u, unciform ; m, magnum ; td, trapezoid ; tm, trapezium

;

II, III, IV, V, the several digits. (From Flower's " Osteology of the

Mammalia.")

merely hardened clusters of hair) are preserved in the

frozen earth of the Arctic Circle, and a small example is

exhibited with some skulls in Pier-case 6. The bones and

teeth of the woolly rhinoceros are common in Britisli

Pleistocene deposits and on the Ijed of the North Sea ; and

tine specimens are shown in Pier-case 6 and Table-case 4.

Some fragmentary remains from Chartham, in Kent, are

especially interesting as being among the earliest discoveries

of fossil bones in England to attract notice. They were
c 2
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Pier-cases described by William Somner in 1669 iu a .small printed

m T

?~^' tract entitled " Chartliam News ; or, A Brief Eelation of some

4. strange Bones there lately digged up, in some grounds of

Mr. John Somner of Canterbury ;

" but they were wrongly

supposed to l)elong to some "sea-monster." One line skull

and associated bones were found in an excavation beneath

the " Daily Chronicle" office in Fleet Street, London. (Jther

fragmentary remains from English caverns prove that this

ihinoceros was commonly preyed upon by the hytenas. ( )ne

oval plate of bone from Kent's Cavern is particularly note-

worthy, and exhibits deep tooth-marks round its edge. It

Fig. 10.—Skull and lower jaw of the Slender-nosed Rhinoceros (PJiinuceros

kptorhimis), from the Pleistocene of Ilford, Essex ; one-eighth nat.

size. (Brady Collection, Pier-case 6.)

is evidently the l)one to which the front horn was fixed at

the time when the hytenas gnawed it, and the limit of their

gnawing was determined by the size of the base of this

horn, which has since decayed.

Pier-ease 6. Two other species (B. leptorldnvs and R. megarJii/ms)
Table-case q^q represented in the Pleistocene deposits of England and

the adjacent parts of the continent, in association with the

woolly rhinoceros. Fine skulls of H. leptorhinus (Fig. 10)

from the Thames Yalley are placed in Pier-case 6 ; and there

are teeth and jaws of this species and R. megarhinus both in

Pier-case 6 and in Table-case 4. A slightly earlier rhinoceros

{R. etruscus), which commonly occurs in the Upper Pliocene
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of southern Europe, is also represented by jaws and teeth Pier-cases

in the Norfolk Forest Bed, from which Mr. Savin collected

the series of specimens in Pier-case 7. True two-horned

rhinoceroses are found in the Lower Pliocene of Eppelsheim

(Hesse-Darmstadt), Pikermi (Greece), the Isle of Samos, and

Maragha (Persia), as shown by fine specimens in Pier-case 8.

Pliocene rhinoceroses are likewise found in the Siwalik

Formation of India, and here there are not only two-horned

species but also direct ancestors of the one-horned species

{R. miicornis) which now lives in India. Their remains were

collected cliiefly by Falconer and Cautley and are exhibited

in Pier-case 7.

Fig. 11.—Skull and lower jaw of a Hornless Rhinoceros (Aceratherium
megalodus), from the Upper Miocene of Colorado, U.S.A. ; one-sixth

nat. size. (After K. D. Coxie.)

In the Miocene anil Oligocene formations l)oth of Europe Pier-case 8.

and North America, and in the Lower Pliocene of Europe and

Asia, there is evidence of numerous ancestral rhinoceroses,

most of which were almost or quite hornless (e.g., Acera-

llieriiim). In fact, the American representatives of the

Ilhiuoceridie (Fig. 11) seem to have become extinct at the

end of the jMiocene period, before they had acquired more
tlian the slightest trace of a horn. As in the true modern
rliinoceroses, of course, this structure is never fossilised—its

jiresence or al)sence is merely inferred from the size of the

nasal bones and from the i)resence or al)sence of a roughness
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Pier-case 8. on the bune ^vllel•e the horn would be attached. The
earliest rliinocerose.s are the smallest and have the front

teeth best developed. Some of them (R//racodon), as

proved by the shape of the back of the skull, could only

use their jaws for crushing or cho])ping their food, and had
not acquired the powerful grinding bite characteristic of

their modern rei)resentatives. Illustrations are exhibited in

Pier-case 8 and Table-case 4.

Pier-ease 6. A very peculiar rhinoceros, Elasmotherium sihiricani,

with a skull more than a yard in length, lived in Siberia and
part of south European Eussia in the Pleistocene period. It

must have Ijorne an enormous horn, not on the nose, but on

a bony prominence in the middle of the forehead above the

eyes. Its teeth, though formed on the rhinoceros-plan, are

shaped like those of a horse. They have crimped enamel
and must have been very eflective giinders for a long-lived

animal. Plaster casts of the skull and other remains are

exhibited in Pier-case 6.

Pier-case 8. The Titanotherildae, of the Eocene and Oligocene periods

in America, seem U) have been closely related to the early

rhinoceroses. Some typical remains of the latest genus,

TifanotJicrivm itself, are placed in Pier-case 8, and a fine

skull is exhiljited in a special Case (marked L). The head is

shaped like that of a rhinoceros ; Ijut the roof of the nose-

cavity bears a pair of small bony horns or horn-cores, and
the teeth form an almost or quite continuous series in the

mouth. The fore foot has four toes, of which the two middle

ones are less unequal tlian in the tapirs ; the hind foot has

three toes. Some species attained a very large size, 15 to

18 feet in length (Eig. 12).

Pier-case The typical one-toed horses (of family Equidse), which
are only found in a wild state at the present tlay in Africa

and Asia, ranged also over Europe and the whole of North
and South America during the Pleistocene period. Some of

them, whose bones cannot be distinguished from those of

Eqiius cahaUus, wandered even into the Arctic Pegions.

Most of them l)elonged to the genus Equiis, but a few in

South America were peculiar, notably the Hijipidium and
Onoliippidunn found in the Argentine Eepublic. As shown
by a plaster cast of the skull in Pier-case 10, the latter genus

was characterised by a remarkable development of the nose

:

it is also known to have possessed unusually short and stout

legs. All the American horses seem to have Ijecome extinct

before the New Woild was colonised from Europe in historic

10.
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times ; and tlie so-called wild horses now found there are

merely escapes from domestication.

Pier-case The earliest remains of one-toed horses hitherto dis-

10. covered (Fig. 13, 1) occur in the Lower Pliocene 8i\valik
Table-case Formation of India {Equus sivalensis, Pier-case 10) ; and

they are first found in Europe in the Upper Pliocene, in

America in the Pleistocene. Their first appearance in

England is in the Norfolk Forest Bed, and their remains are

common both in the Pleistocene river-deposits of this country

and in caverns (Pier-case 10). These true horses are

immediately preceded in Asia, Xorthern Africa, Europe, and

Table-ease
5.

Fig. 13.—Diagram showing the gradual loss of toes in the fore foot (a) and
increase of complexity in the grinding teeth {h) of successive Horse-
like Ungulata from Y.\ixoT^e—\iB,riie\\,Hiiracotherium{'^),Anchitlwrium

(3), Hipparion (2), and Eqiats (1) f much reduced, but not showing
relative size. Digits numbered i, ii, iv.

Xorth America, Ijy slightly smaller animals, which are

already horses in every essential respect, but have a pair- of

complete though diminutive side-toes on each foot. The Old
World species Itelong to the genus Hipparion (Fig. 13, 2),

and remains are exhiljited from India, Persia, Samos, Greece,

Italy, Germany, France, Spain, and the Ped Crag of P^ngland.

Complete legs, skulls, and other remains from Pikermi,
Greece, are especially noteworthy in Pier-case 10. Hipparion
has also been recorded from Xorth America, where it

immediately succeeds another three-toed horse, Protohippv.s,

which is not represented in the collection.

The ]\Iiocene and Oligocene horse-like animals, both in

Europe and in Xorth America, are still smaller than the
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Pliocene Hipparion. The grinding teeth in these animals Table-case

are less deepened than in the last-mentioned genus, those of ^*

the earlier forms being indeed quite low-crowned and only

fit for comparatively succulent vegetation. The side-toes

tend to become larger and touch the ground as they are

traced back in geological time. Typical remains of AncJii-

thcrium (Fig. 18, 3), from the Middle Pliocene of Europe, and
of Mcsohip])ns, from the Oligoceue of Xortli America, are

exhil)ited in Tal)le-case 5.

The Eocene horse-like animals are still smaller than the Pier-case 9.

later forms just mentioned, and their immediate connection Table-ease

with the horses would be difficult to recognise if all the links

of Oligocene and Miocene age remained unknown. A plaster

Fig. 14.—Left upper teeth in maxilla of Falieothcrium crassum, from the
Upper Eocene Gypsum of Moutmartre, Paris; three-quarters nat. size.

la-3a, three molars ; Ip-ij), four premolars ; other letters indicate
various tooth-cusps, (.\fter A. Gaudry.)

cast of Protoruldppus venticolus from the Wind Eiver Forma-
tion of Wyoming, U.S.A., exhil)ited in Pier-case 9, affords a

good idea of one of these animals about as large as a fox

;

and tliere are actual remains both of this and of the closely

related Hyracothcrinm (Fig. 13, 4) fi'om the Lower Eocene
of the London Basin in Table-case 5. The ridojes on the

grinding teeth are more or less su])divided into tul)ercles
;

the neck is not very mobile ; the fore limb lias a complete
and separate ulna, allowing some power of twisting, and
there are four spreading toes ; the hind limb has only three

complete toes. Paleeothcrium and Lophiodon are allied genera
from the Eocene of Europe, and comprise some species as

large as rhinoceioses. Paleeotlicrium (Figs. 14, 15) was first
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Pier-case 9. discovered in the Paris (;lypsiim and studied liy Cuvier, who
Table-case

yigjitiy recognised many points of resemblance in it t(j the

living tapirs, and published in 1825 the accompanying
restored sketch of the animal (Fig. 15). As already men-
tioned, in fact, all the P^oeene Perissodactyla are a<lapted for

dwelling in marslies, like the tapirs ; and they are preceded

at the base of the Eocene by five-toed animals, like Plicna-

codus (Pier-case 9 and Table-case 5), which is one of the

small-brained Condylarthra to l^e noticed below (p. 48).

The gradual changes in the feet, teeth, and skulls of the

horse-like hoofed animals, as they are traced through the

Tertiary period, are also illustrated by a series of plaster

Fig. 1-5.—Restoration of the skeleton and outline of the body of Palxo-
therium magnum, from the Upper Eocene; aboiit one-thirtieth nat.

size. (After Cuvier.)

casts and models arranged in a (.'ase in the (Tallery of

Domesticated Animals behind the Oreat Hall.

Pier-case 9. The distribution of the tapirs or Tapiridae in the existing

world is very curious, and has only l)een explained l)y the

study of fossils. They occur exclusively in the Malayan
region of Asia, and in the tropical parts of America, not in

any intervening country. In the Pliocene and Miocene
periods, however, they ranged over most of Asia, Europe,

and North America. They are thus a vanishing race, which
has survived only at the two extremities of its former area

of distriliution. A hue ])alate of I'cqmnis 2^riscus, from the

Lower Pliocene of Eppelsheim, Hesse-Darmstadt, is exhibited

in Pier-case 9. There are also isolated teetli of To.pirvs from

China and from the English Picd Crag.
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Sup.-OKDER 2.

—

Ancylopoda.

During part of the Miocene and Pliocene periods in Pier-case 9.

Europe, Asia and North America, there li\'ed some large

three-toed quadrupeds which had grinding teeth much like

those of the Titanotheriida; and exhibited many resemljlances

to the I'erissodactyla in general, l)ut differed from all known
Ungulata in the peculiar structure of the feet. In these

animals the weight of the body when walking seems to have

been mainly supported by the outer side of the twisted foot,

while the phalanges of each digit curve upwards on highly-

developed pulley-joints and end in a cleft, pointed, claw-

shaped bone—an arrangement suggesting the name Ancylo-

FiG. 16.—View of grinding surface of third right upper true molar tooth

of Chalicothcriiirn siiicnsc, from the Pliocene of China ; nat. size.

(Pier-case 9.)

poda (" curve-feet ") for the sub-order. The feet, imleed, are

so much like those of the extinct ground-sloths of America
and the existing pangolins (Manis) of the Old World, that

the isolated toe-l)ones were referred to the Edentata until a

nearly complete skeleton of (me genus {Macwtlicrium) was
found in the jMiocene of France. Among the remains

exhibited in Pier-case U may l)e particularly noted a toe of

Macrothcrinm from the Middle Miocene of Sansan, France
;

a toe of Anciilotheriiiiii (lacking claw) from the Lower
.riiocene of Pikermi, Greece ; and teeth of C/ni/icdflii/ui'm

(Fig. !()) frttm the L'lioeene of India and China.
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Sub-order -Artiodactyla.

Pier-cases In another group of hoofed maish-dwellers of the

T bi^^^
Eocene period the weight of the body soon became sup-

6-10. ported mainly by two of the middle toes (nos. in, iv),

which grew to be of equal size. Hence the Artiodactyla or

even-toed hoofed animals. In some cases, even before tlie

close of the Eocene period, the side-toes had dwindled and
practically disappeared, while the basal pieces (or meta-

FiG. 17.—Skeleton of Fore foot of three existing Artiodactyl or Even-toed
Ungulata—namely, Pig (A), Deer (B). and Camel (C), much reduced
in size. R, radius ; U, ulna ; c, cuneiform ; I, lunar ; s, scaphoid ;

11, unciform ; w, naagnum ; td, trapezoid ; ii, iii, iv, v, the several

digits. (From Flower's " Osteolog}' of the Mammalia.")

podium) of the pair of supporting toes became fused

together, thus producing the appearance of a " cloven hoof."

As the successive Tertiary periods followed, the >Suixa (pigs,

peccaries, and liippopotamus) alone retained their four

separate toes ; the Tylopoda (camels and llamas) gradually

lost their side-toes, while the bases of their middle toes still

remained imperfectly fused at their lower end ; the Tragu-

LiXA (che\Totains) and Pecora (giraffes, deer, sheep, and

cattle) also lost their side-toes more or less completely, and
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the " cloven lioof " arrangement attained perfection, working
on piilley-jcjints. These modifications of the feet are

illustrated in Fig. 17.

Except that they have a relatively large, highly- Pie-f-eases

developed Ijraiu, and curiously modified front teeth which Table-case
grow throughout life, the Hippopotamidse are very little 6.

different from some of the early Eocene Artiodactyla.

They ha^e indeed completely retained the aquatic and
marsh-dwelling lialjit. Although the hippopotamus is at

present confined to Africa, it also ranged over a large part of

Europe and Asia in the Pleistocene period. Eemains of fine

animals, which cannot l)e distinguished by their bones and
teeth from the existing African Hippopotamus amphibins,

are not uncommon in England even so far north as York-
shire. A large mandilile from the valley of the Cam at

Barrington, near Cambridge, is exhibited in Pier-case 11.

In this and the adjacent Table-case G there are also teeth

and bones of the same species from the Thames deposits,

from Bedford, Essex, Oxfordshire, and Suffolk, and from the

Xorfolk Forest Bed. A mandilde and other bones from the

Upper riioceue of IMont Terrier, Puy-de-Dome, France,

besides remains from the Arno valley in Italy, are likewise

shown in Pier-case 11. H. pentlandi is a smaller species,

whose bones and teeth occur in such enormous accumulations

in the caverns of Sicily, that tliey were dug out and exported

from Palermo for many years to l»e calcined for use in sugar-

refining, liemains of the same small species are shown from
the caverns of ]\Ialta ; and there is a still more pigmy
animal, H. minutus, whose bones and teeth were found by
Miss D. M. A. Bate in such great abundance in the caverns

of Cyprus, that it has been possible to reconstruct the

skeleton in Pier-case 11. The remains had prol)ably lieen

washed into the caverns by streams and floods. Anotlier

small species. If. madagascarie7isis, of which a reconstructed

skeleton is exhil)ited in Pier-case 11, seems to have been
quite common in ^Madagascar at a late geological period. Xo
hip])o])()tamus now lives in ]\Iadagascar, and the bones and
teeth of tins small species exhibit so many variations, that it

doulitless liad a severe struggle for existence. Although the

hippopotamus is now extinct in India, several species lived

there in the Pliocene and Pleistocene periods, as shown by
the Cautley Collection in I'ier-case 12 and Table-case 6

(Fig. 18). The jMiocene and earlier representatives of the

family still remain to be discovered, most likely in Africa.
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Fig. 18.— Palatal view of skull (A), symphysis of lower jaw (B), and grindiug
surface of molar tooth (C) of an extinct Hippopotamus [Hippopotamus
bivalensis), from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India; A
and B one-eighth nat. size, C one-half nat. size. (Pier-case 12.)

Pier-case
13.

1'lie true pigs, m- Suidse. lia\e always beeu coiitiued to

the ( )1(1 AVoild, and tli<' oldest known species is Siis chceruiilcs,

t'loni tlie Middle and I pjier ^Miocene of France and Italy.

.Vmoiig the fossil remains

<jf tins family in Pier-

ca'^e 13 may be noticed

skulls, jaws, and teeth of

the M'ild ])oar from England
and Ireland ; some fine

</ a
~~^^

skulls and jaws of the large

Fig. I'J.—Grinding surface of third Sus crijmantkius, from the

right lower true molar tooth of an Lower Pliocene of Pikeruii,
existing Pig [Sus cristatm), from

(-^eece
;

pieces of skuUs
India; nat. size. a, d, middle , • ' ^ ,• i.i i- <-

columns of talon of tooth. and jaws ot other extinct

species from the Lower

Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India ; and similar remains

of Hippohyus sivalensis, a pig from the Siwalik Formation

Avith deepened grinding teeth rendered very effective by the

crimping of their enamel.
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Nothing is known of the direct ancestors of the American Table-case
peccaries (Dicotylidae). Iveniains of the typical Dicotylcs 7.

from the caverns of IJrazil are exhihited in Table-case 7.

Among earlier animals allied to the pigs, the large

Elotherium, from the Oligocene and ]\liocene of Europe and
North America, is especially remarkable. As shown l)y

remains in Pier-case 13, it had only two toes, with the

merest rudiment of the outer toes. Listriodon, from the

]\Iiocene of Europe and India, has a skull like a pig, l)ut

grinding teeth with cross-ridges like those of a tapir (Tal de-

case 7). Hyotlicrlnm is provided with large upper canine
teeth (Table-case 7). Ckceropotamus is represented in the

same Case by jaws and teeth from the Upper Eocene of the

Isle of Wight and of France.

In these early allies of the pigs the molar teeth are •

nearly square and l)ear regularly arranged cusps or ridges.

In some of them the tooth-cusps tend to Itectmie crescent-

shaped, and lience make an approaeli to the trenchant
cresceutic (" selenodont ") cusps of the teeth in the higher
Artiodactyla which chew the cud ("ruminants"). One
family, that of the Anthracotheriidse, witli niohir teeth in

this condition, arose in tlie U])])er

Eocene and was re})resented during

the Oligocene period by nuiny moder-

ately large species, which ranged

over the greater part of tlie northern

hemisphere. These were stoutly-

built animals, some probably much
resembling the ])igs in outward
aspect, others nu)re nearly allied to

the hippopotannis. All of them have

four or live separate toes. AnthrK-
cotheriwiii ("coal beast") itstdf, which
is well represented in Talile-case 7,

is so called hoxn the circumstance

that its remains were first discovered

in the lignite or lirown-coal of Savoy.

It is chieHy Ibund in tlie (Oligocene

of Europe, but also seems to occur

in the c(jrres)»onding deposits in Dakota, U.S.A., while a

few teetli have lieen' assigned to it from the Lower Pliocene

Siwalik Formation of liulia. Tlie European A. magnum must

have been as large as a rhinoceros. Ancofhis or Hjiopotamus

is another genus, of which the delachcd teelh (Fig. 20) are

Fig. 20.—Grinding surface

of third right upper true

molar tooth of Ancodus
[Hijopota niHfi] bou imis,

from the Oligocene of

Hempstead, Isle of Wight;

nat. size. (Table-case 7.)
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among the commonest fossils from the Hempstead Beds

of the Isle of Wight (Table-case 7). Several skulls have

been obtained from the Oligocene of Ronzon, France, and

nearly complete skeletons from the Oligocene of Dakota,

U.S.A. (Fig 21). Brachyodus occurs not only in Europe, but

also in the ]\Iiocene of Egypt. Merycopotamtis is found in

the Lower I'liocene Siwalik Formation of India and Burma,

and vari(jus skulls and jaws are exhil)ited in Fier-case 1'3

and Table-case 7.

The actual fore-runners of the ruminants are placed in

Table-case 8. They show (1) the gradual acquisition of the

typical " selenodont " molar teeth, (2) the beginning of the

Table-case
7.

Table-case
8.

Pj(-._ 22.—Right upper teeth of Anoplotlicrium cayluxcnse, from the Oligo-

cene Phosphorites of France ; nat. size. (Table-case 8.)

Fig. 23.—Right upper teeth of immature AnoplotJierinm secundariiim
from the Upper Eocene of Debruge, France ; nat. size. (Table-
case 8.)

gap (" diastema ") between the front teeth and the l>ack

teeth, and (3) the gradual fusion of the bases of the two
supporting toes. In the Anoplotheriidse, which are repre-

sented l)y Anoplotherinm from the Upper Eocene and Oligocene
of France, England, and Germany, the crescent-shaped tooth-

cusps are low (Figs. 22, 23), the teeth are in a continuous
row in the jaw without any gap, and tliere are three well-

developed toes on each foot. The name Anoplothcriiini

(" unarmed beast ") was proposed l)y Cuvier, who first

described the animal and was impressed by its lack of

defensive weapons. The Caenotlieriidae are smaller four-

toed animals, from the European Oligocene and Lower
D
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Fig. 24.— Skull of a primitive Ruminant (Cmnotherium filholi), lateral (a),

upper (B), and palatal (c) aspects, from the Oligocene Phosphorites

of. France; nat. size. (Table-case 8.)
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Miocene formations, with deeper and more effective cusps on Table-case

the molar teeth. As shown by numerous skulls of Csenothe- ®*

rium (Fig. 24), there is often a slight gap l)etween its canine

tooth and the premolars. The Xiphodontidae are small two-

toed animals from the Upper Eocene and Oligocene of

England, France, and adjoining countries. Dichodon (Fig. 26)

is a typical genus. The Oreodontidae are more advanced
ruminants ranging from the Upper Eocene to the Upper
Miocene in Xorth America. Skulls of Orcodon are exhibited,

showing the lower canine tooth shaped like an incisor, while

the foremost premolar is enlarged to usurp its function. The
Protoceratidae are an Oligocene North American family, in

which the males bear at least two pairs of bony bosses (or

" horns ") on the head.

The nearest surviving relatives of these primitive

ruminants are the little chevrotains, or Tragulidse, which
are now found only in tlie marshes of the Indo-j\Ialayan

region and western Africa. They never possess horns, but

Fig. 25.—Side-view of skull and mandible of existing Chevrotaiu (Tragulus
javanicus), from the Malayan region ; reduced in size.

tliey agree with the giraffes, deer, and antelopes in having no
upper front teeth (Fig. 25). Prodremotherium, from the

Oligocene of France, is essentially similar to the living

7'raf/u/ns, with tlie enlarged upper canine teeth. Dorcathe-

rhnn, of which a fine skull is shown from the Lower Pliocene

of Ep])('lsheim, Hesse-Darmstadt, is apparently identical

with the living Hyn'moschus.
Of the true ruminants the Tylopoda, or camels and Pier-case

llamas, seem to have originated in Xorth America, where ^*

they can be traced liack by fossils from the Pliocene and
Miocene formations to a little ga2:elle-sha])ed creature of the

Oligocene period, Poehrothn'inm. This small animal, of

which a skull and limbs are exhibited in Pier-case 13, has a

UKjre nearly complete set of teeth than the modern camels,

D 2
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Pier-case iiud the basal l.ones in its feet are not entirely fused together.

13. There were no camels later than the Pliocene period m

North America. About tliat time, however, the represen-

tatives of the llamas wandered over the newly emerged

Isthmus of Panama to South America, where they have
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since tiuurislied ; Mbile the true camels by some means

reached Asia, as proved by numerous remains from the

Siwalik Formation of India in Pier-case 13.

The giratfes, or GirafRdae, have always been Old World
quadrupeds. Though now contined to Africa, they also

ranged over the greater part of Asia and southern Europe in

the Lower Pliocene Period, as shown by fossils from China,

India, and Greece in Pier-case 14. Even the long-limljed

and long-necked Giraffa itself was in existence at that time,

but it seems to have l^een less common than the antelope-

shaped relatives of the okapi, which has only escaped

extinction l\y retreating to the recesses of the Semliki forest.

Samothcrium, with a pair of horns only in the male (Fig. 27),

Fig. 27.—Skull and lower jaw of an extinct Okapi {Samothcrium boissicri),

from the Lower Pliocene of the Isle of Samos ; one-sixth nat. size.

(Pier-case 14.)

is known l)y many remains from the Lower Pliocene of

Pikermi (Greece), the Isle of Samos, and jMaragha (Persia),

and it is scarcely distinguishable from the okapi. The
original skull of this animal, described by Dr. Forsyth
Major, is exhil)ited. HcUadotherlum is a larger and stouter

relati^'e, of which the female at least is hornless, represented

l»y numerous fragments from Pikermi. Sivatherium, from
the Siwalik Formation of India, is equally stout, and the

male bears two pairs of horns, one simple pair being

on the frontal ])ones, a large expanded pair further back
(Kig. 28). The actual skull, detaclied horn-cores, limb-

bones, and other remains of this animal are exhibited in

Pier-ease 14, while a restored model ol" the Iiead is mounted on

Pier-ease
14.

Stand W.
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Pier-case a separate pedestal (X). HydaspUlicrium and BraiiKdhcrlum
^
d N ^^^ contemporary genera from the Siwalik Formation of India.

Fig. 28.—Front view of skull of an extinct Girafie-like animal [Sivatherium
giganteum), from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India; one-
thirteenth nat. size. (Stand N.)

Pier-case The deer, or Cervidse, were as widely distributed in the

n , ,^ • I'leistocene period as at the present day, and some of the

9, 10. European species at that time possessed the largest known
Stands Q, antlers. The great Irish deer, Cerviis gigantens, is especially

remarkable in this respect, the antlers of the male often

measuring slightly more than nine feet across and exhiljiting

a consideralde expansion. This animal (Fig. 29) is sometimes

termed an elk, l)ut the shape of the nose and the presence of

a brow-tyne on each antler show that it is a true deer. The
male alone bears antlers, and reconstructed skeletons of l)olh

sexes from Irish peat-bogs are mounted on stands Q, E, in

the middle of the Gallery. Several skulls and antlers, to

show their variability, are placed on the top of the Pier-cases,

and there are also skulls with jaws in Tier-case 15. The
remains are especially common in the marl at the bottom of

the Irish peat-bogs, where the animals seem to have perished

when the present bogs were either swamps or lakes ; and
there is evidence that they were not all exterminated in

Ireland until comparatively late prehistoric times. During
recent years several specimens have been dug up in the Isle

of Man, and these probably date back to the time before the

Irish Sea was formed. During the Pleistocene period numerous
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varieties of the species seem to have ranged over the greater Pier-case

part of Europe. Jaws from the Euglish caverns and river-
rpg^i^ig.gg^geg

deposits are exhibited in Table-case 10, and there is a male 9, 10.

skull (lacking antlers) of the Italian race, C'crvus euryceros, Stands Q,

from Lombardy, in Pier-case 15. A skull with incomplete R.

Fig. 29.—Skeleton of male Irish Deer (Ccrvus gigantcns), from shell marl

beneath a peat-bog, Ireland ; about one-thirtieth nat. size. (Stand Q.)

antlers from Russia is mounted on the top of Pier-case 11.

The Pleistocene representatives of the common stag or red

deer, Cervus elcophns, in western Europe were sometimes of

gigantic size, as shown by fragments of antlers from Kent's

Cavern in Table-case 10. Moderately large antlers from

river-deposits and lake-deposits in the British Isles are
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Pier-case mounted in Pier-case 15 and on 1 docks fixed to various

^rf" o pillars in the Gallery (Fig. 3i>). A specially tine pair of
Stands Q,

R,

Fig. 30.—Antler of Red Deer (Ccrvns daphus), one of a pair dredged from
the River Boyne at Drogheda, Ireland ; one-tenth nat. size. (Pillar

between Pier-cases 16, 17.)

Fig. 31.—Skull and antlers of Reindeer {PMngifer tarandiis), from Bilney

Moor, East Dereham, Norfolk. (After Owen.)
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antlers from a deposit of tufa near Bakewell, Derby-

shire, is placed in a case on tlie top of Pier-case 16.

There are also associated remains of an extinct fallow deer

{C. hrotvni) in Pier-case 15, and of the roebuck {Capreohis

caprea) in Table-case 10. The reindeer {Bangifcr famndus)

during the Pleistocene period wandered as far south as the

Pyrenees and Alps, and there are fine antlers (Fig. 31) from

Pier-ease
15.

Table-case
10.

Pig. 32.—Autlers of fifth aud sixth years of " Cerviis " tetraccros, from
the Upper Pliocene of Peyrolles, France; one-tenth nat. size. (Pier-

case 15.)

the Thames \alley and otlier English localities in Pier-case

15. This animal is said to have survived in Caithness so

late as the twelfth century, l)ut experiments have shown that

even when imported and allowed suita])le feeding ground it

is unable to exist in that country now. The elk [Alecs

machlis) also lived in Pleistocene P»ritain as far south as the

Thames valley (see Pier-case 15 and the pillar Itetween

Pier-case
15.
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Pier-case Tier-cases 12, 13). A large extinct species, Alces latifrons,

flourished here at the beginning of the Pleistocene period, its

remains occurring with those of several extinct kinds of deer

in the Xorfolk Forest Bed. The Savin Collection of antlers

of deer and elk from this deposit, near Cromer, is exhibited

in I'ier-case 15.

Antlers of deer related to Cervns occur first in the Upper
I'liocene of Europe, and among them may he noted those of

the so-called Cervus tetraceros from France (Fig. 32). A series

of antlers of this animal, representing individuals of different

ages, is mounted in the upper part of Pier-case 15. It will

be noticed that the number of tynes on the antlers increases

with age, as in the common stag (Fig. 33, c, d) and in all

Fig. 33.—Antlers of various Deer, much reduced in size. A. Cervulus

dicranoceros ; Lower Pliocene. B. Cermis jmrdinensis ; Upper Plio-

cene. C, D. Cervus claphus, second year and adult ; Pleistocene and

Recent. E. Bony pedicle and antler of existing Muntjak, Cervulus

muntjac. P. Existing Fallow Deer, Cervus dama.

other deer with elaborate antlers ; but the complexity and

size of the Upper Pliocene antlers never equal those of some

of the Pleistocene antlers. The Lower Pliocene and Upper

and :Middle Miocene deer-antlers are still smaller and simpler.

Table-case as shown by examples in Table-case 9 (Fig. 33, a). The

Lower Miocene and Oligocene deer, as represented by Amphi-

trcifjulus from France and Germany, are small and destitute

of antlers, like the living musk-deer {Moschus) of Asia. The

(geological history of the antlers in the race of deer thus

9.
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16-19.

coixesijoiids exactly with the life-histoiv of the antlers in anv Table-case

individual modern deer—at first there are no antlers, then

single prongs, then increasing complexity until the maximum
is reached in full maturity.

The antelopes, sheep antl oxen, or Bovidse, attain their Pier-cases

greatest development at the present day. They are essen-

tially an Old World family, and do not appear to have
reached America until the close of the l*liocene period.

The present distribution of many species, however, is quite

limited, compared with their range in the Pleistocene period.

The Saiga antelope {Saiga fatarica), now living on the

.Siberian steppes, then wandered as far west as England

;

and a frontlet from the Thames deposits at Twickenham is

exhibited in I'ier-case 1(3. The European l)ison {Bison

honasus), now surviving in Lithuania and the Caucasus, ranged

throughout the greater part of Europe and even to the Arctic

regions. Fine frontlets from England and various Arctic

localities are arranged in Pier-case 16. The American bison

and allied species flourished in the New World. The musk-ox
{Ovibos moscha(us), now confined to the extreme north, came
south with the reindeer as far as the Pyrenees ; and there are

typical remains from the Thames and Severn Valleys in Pier-

case 1(). The urus {Bos primigenivs), which was seen by
CiBsar in historic times in the Hercynian forest, was common

Pier-case
16.

Fig. 34.—Skull of the Urus [Bos prim'uii'nius), fi-oin the British Pleisto-

cene; one-fourteenth nat. size. (Pier-case 18.)

in the Pleistocene i)eriod throughout Europe (Fig. 34). Sir

Antonio Pradv's collection of the remains of this ox from
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Pier-case
18.

Pier-case
19.

Pier-case
17.

Pier-case
16.

lltord, Essex, is placed with other British specimens in Pier-

case 18. The animal seems to have become extinct in the

]>riti.sh Isles long before the dawn of history, and it was
succeeded by the imported Celtic short-horn {Bos longifrons),

of which numerons remains are shown in Pier-case 19. The
latter species is supposed to be the ancestor of the existing

small Welsh and Scottish cattle.

Skulls of primitive cattle collected cliietly l)y Colonel

Sir Proby T. Cautley in the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik

Hills, India, are exhibited in Pier-case 17. The females of

some species seem to have been hornless. Skulls of Bnhalvs
from the Pleistocene of the Narbada Valley, India, are also

placed in Pier-case 19. The horn-cores of one specimen
have a span of over six feet.

Goats and sheep are almost unknown among fossils, l)ut

a few fragments are shown in Pier-case 16.

Skulls and other remains of extinct antelopes, chiefly from

the Lower Pliocene of Greece, the Isle of Samos, Persia, and
India, are arranged in Pier-case 16. Palmoreas, Tragoccros,

and Criothcrium are especially noteworthy. Among the

remains of gazelles, there is a horn-core (Gazdla anglica) from
the Lower I'liocene Coralline Crag of Suffolk.

Pier-case
21.

Case U.

Pier-case
21.

SuB-OEDER 4.—Amblypoda.

From some of the preceding observations it is evident

that most of the existing mammals can be traced back by
a series of gradations to small five-toed creatures, with an
insignificant In'ain-capacity, at the l)eginning of the Eocene
period. A few of the herbivorous mammals of the primitive

grade never advanced beyond this lowly condition, but grew
to unwieldy proportions, like those of a rhinoceros or ele-

phant. Their head became large, but the brain itself alw^ays

remained ridiculously small (Fig. 35a). Their limbs became
massive pillars, with little five-toed stumpy feet (Fig. 35b, c),

merely to su})port the (jvergrown body. They are appro-

priately named Amblypoda (" blunt feet ") in allusion to the

latter feature. They lived only during the Eocene period,

but they seem to have been very wddely distributed, their

remains having been found in Europe and North America,

and perhaps South America.

The first descriljed fragment of an Amblypod is a piece

of mandil)le named Coniphodon eocsenus by Owen in 1846,

probably from the London Clay, but dredged off the Essex
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Fig. 35.— Outline of upper view of skull (A) to show size of braiu, with
fore (B) and hind (C) feet, of an Amblypod (Coryphodon hamatus),

from the Lower Eocene of Wyoming, U.S.A. ; A one-fifth, the others

one- third nat. size. (After 0. C. Marsh.)

Fiti. 80.—Left upper (A) and lower (B) f^riudiug teeth of Cunjphodon
liamatiis, from tlic Lower Eocene of Wyoming, U.S.A. ; one-half nat.

size. (After O. C. Marsh.)
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Pier-case coast near Harwich. It is exhibited iu Pier-case 21. Other
^^' remains of Coryphodon are known from the Lower Eocene

of England and France, and nearly complete skeletons have

been found in rocks of the same age in Xorth America. Tlie

grinding teeth (Fig. 36) are adapted for succulent food, and

the canine teeth are only slightly enlarged. All the species

are hornless, and some seem to have attained a body-length

of about six feet.

The ]\Iiddle Eocene Amblypoda, hitherto discovered only

in Xorth America, are curiously horned, and commonly
known as Dinocerata (" terrible horns "). A papier mache

copy of a complete skeleton of Dinoceras (or Uintatherium)
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mirabile from the Bridger Formation of Wyoming, presented Case U.

by Professor 0. C. Marsh, is mounted in a special Case
marked U. A plaster cast of a skull of Tinoceras ingens

(Fig. 37) is placed beneath it ; and a series of brain-casts

to show the relatively small size of its brain is arranged in

front. The skull bears three pairs of bony prominences,
which increase in size backwards, and seem to have been

Fig. 38.— Skull and lower jaw of Arsinoitlierium zitteli, from the Upper
Eocene of the Fayum, Egypt ; one-twelfth nat. size. (Case S.)

covered merely with skin. These bony horns and the brain-

case are almost solid, with very few cavities. The upper
canine teeth are much enlarged, and are protected by long

flanges depending from the mandible.

Sub-order 5.—Barypoda.

Arsinoitherium, from the Upper Eocene of the Fayum, ^^^l-case

Egypt, lias a relatively larger brain than the Amblypoda, Case S.
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Wall-case and represents a group allied Ixjtli to the latter and to the

^ o Hyracoidea. A skull and mandible (Fig. 38) and an im-
Case S. - 111 1 • / , ci 1

mature skuli are mounted m Lase o, and numerous remains

are arranged in ^^'all-case 22. The teeth are deei)ened for the

effective grinding of dry vegetation, while the canine teeth

are quite small and crowded between the continuous regular

series of premolars and incisors. There is one pair of small

bony horn-cores above the eye, and there is an immense pair

of horn-cores in front, which seem to be the excessively

enlarged nasal bones. These horn-cores, like the rest of the

large skull, are formed l)y a mere hollow shell of Ijone, and
the grooves for Ijlood-vessels in their surface suggest that they

were oriijinallv covered with a sheath of true horn.

Sub-order 6.—Hyracoidea.

^i6^-^^se The small existing hyraxes of Africa, Arabia, and Syria,

are the scarcely altered survivors of a group of Eocene
hoofed mammals allied to the Amblypoda and Condylarthra.

They seem to have originated in the African region, and jaws
of one hyracoid {Megalohyrax eocamus), as large as a donkey,

are shown from the Upper Eocene of the Fayujn, Egypt
(Pier-case 21). Pliohyrax, from the Lower Tliocene of

Pikermi (Greece), the Isle of Samos, and ^Maragha (Persia),

must have been equally large.

Sub-order 7.

—

Condylarthra.

-^^^^^^s® These are the small primitive five-toed hoofed animals
21

of the Eocene period, which might serve very well for the

ancestors of all later Ungulata. They occur both in Europe
and Xorth America, Init the most satisfactory specimens

have been found in the latter country. Phenacodus (Figs.

39,40), of which a plaster cast of a nearly complete skeleton

is exhibited in Pier-case 9, is a typical example. Fragments
of jaws of Condylarthra are also shown in Pier-case 21.

Sub-orders 8-10.—Typotheria, Toxodontia^ and

Litopterna.

Pi6^-<l^ses South America seems to have l)een separated from the

Table-case ^^^^ *^^ ^^^ world during the greater part of the Tertiary

11.' period, and its indigenous hoofed mammals, commonly
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Pier-cases
20, 21.

Table- case
11.

Pier-case
20.

arrauged in three sub-orders, are nearly all different from
any Ibund elsewhere. The South American llamas, deer,

peccaries, tapirs, extinct horses and mastodons, of course, are

not indigenous, but passed south over the newly emerged
isthmus of Panama or other land-l)ridge at the l)eginning of

the Pliocene period.

Some of the earliest knuwn South American hoofed

mammals, such as Ptirothcrium, are very little different from
the Amblypoda and Condylarthra (jf the northern hemisphere.

I'laster casts of jaws, teeth, and feet of Pyrothcrium from
Patagonia are exhibited in Pier-case 20. The later forms,

however, are peculiar in the folding and complication of

their often persistently-growing teeth ; also in the structure

Fig. 40.—Skeleton of Phenacochis primaivus, as now mounted in the
American Museum of Natural History, New York.

Pier-cases of tlieir feet when they begin to become plain-dwellers and

Case T iiii'iiic the rhinoceroses and horses of the rest of the world.

Toxodon (Fig. 41) is an especially j-emarkable l)east with

ever-growing powerful cutting and grinding teeth, well seen

in actual specimens in Pier-case 21. A plaster cast of a

reconstructed skeleton of this large animal from the Pampa
of the Argentine Eepublic, now in the La Plata Museum, is

mounted in a special Case marked T. When alive it must
have been shaped much like the contemporaneous rodents

and giant armadillos. It was preceded in time by Ncsodon

and other smaller kinds of which remains are shown in

Table-case 11. Macrcmclienia, also fi-oni the Pampa Forma-
tion, was a large animal shaped like a llama, Ijut with thiee
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separate toes on each foot. In this hoofed quadruped the Pier-case
lower end of the idna and fibula has not disappeared, as is n^^n^

E 2
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Table-case |])q
pr^^jp

jj^ j^]] XJngulata with similar feet liviiitj; in tlie

iiuitlieru liemispliere. Some of tlie small Proterotheriidae,

which are found in tlie Santa Cruz Formation (perhaps

Pliocene) of Patagonia, have the toes reduced to one on each

loot, exactly as in the horses; hut here again the ulna and
iil)ida are complete. They arc named Litopterna (" smooth
heel ") because the calcaneum is provided with a smooth
facette for articulation with the end of the fibula. In

outward appearance they must have been much like pigmy
horses.

Sub-order 11.—Proboscidea.

^|ll-cases Tiig elephants at the present day are found only in Africa

Pier-cases ^^^^ ^^^^ Indian region, Ijut during the Pleistocene period they

29-42. ranged over nearly the whole of the northern hemisphere,
Table-cases roaming even within the Arctic circle. The mammoth

{Elcphas 2Jrimigenivs), which was almost identical with the

living Indian elephant, had the widest distribution, its

remains being especially abundant in the frozen Arctic

lands and occurring almost everywliere in the north temperate

region. There were local variations of the species ; and
among other features it may be noticed that the grinding

teeth from the north exhibit finer and closer triturating

plates than do those from the south, both in the Old
World and in America, where the extreme southern forms

are known as U. armcniacus and E. coluviM or tcxanus

respectively. Xo mammoths, however, were larger than the

modern Indian elephant, and they can only be said to have

commonly exceeded this living species in the development

of their stout curly tusks, of which several fine examples

(one from Eschscholtz Bay measuring 12 ft. 6 in. along the

Pier-case curve) are shown in Pier-case 29 (30) and on the top of this

29 (30). j^j^j adjacent Pier-cases. These tusks are so common and so

well preserved in some parts of the Arctic regions, that they

are a valuable source of ivory and have long been collected

as an article of commerce. The mammoth is, indeed, best

known from discoveries within the Arctic circle, where not

only the fresh bones and teeth but also whole carcases are

occasionally met with in the frozen earth. One such carcase

was made known to science a century ago by Adams, who
found it at the mouth of the Lena and brought the greater

part of the skeleton, with the head and feet still covered by

the skin and soft parts, to St. Petersburg in 1806. Photo-

graphs of this skeleton, as it is now mounted with some
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restoration in the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Peters-

l)urg, are placed on the wall adjoining Pier-case 30 (see also

Fig. 42). Another carcase of a small, young male, exposed
l»y a landslip on the l)anks of the Beresowka, an attiuent of

Pier-eases
29, 31.

tlie Kolyma, in the government of Jakutsk, was scientifically

excavated by an expedition from the St. Petersl)urg Academy
ill 1902 ; and photographs of the sjjecimen, taken l)y Dr.

llerz (huing the ])r()gress of its disinterment, are placed with
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Pier-cases ex]»laiiatory sketches ou the pilkir hetween Tier-cases 31
29, 31. ^j„[ ;j2 xiiis animal evidently fell into a hole when qnietly

hrowsing on grass ; its sprawling attitude shows that it

attempted to scramble out ; a great amount of clotted l)lood

found in the chest-cavity indicates that it hurst a blood-

vessel by over-exertion ; and a mouthful of grass between
the teeth, not j^et swallowed, proves that death was quite

sudden. This specimen has been skilfully preserved in the

Imperial Academy of Sciences at >St. I'etersburg, the skin

Ijeing partially restored and stuffed in the attitude of the

death-struggle, and the skeleton mounted separately. As
Pier-ease proved by this and other discoveries, the Arctic mammoth

3^- was well clothed in reddish-brown wool and long Ijlack hair,

while the tail was tipped by a large tassel of hair. A piece

of the woolly skin and a bottle filled with the long hair are

exhibited with the collection of remarkably fresh l)ones of

the mammoth from the Arctic regions in Pier-case 31.

Photogi'aphs and fragments of another carcase of a mammoth
found with a rhinoceros, preserved by petroleum in a

Pleistocene deposit in Galicia, Austria, are fixed on the wall

Pier-case near Pier-case 32. Jaws, teeth and bones from the Thames
^^- valley, including the Brady Collection from Ilford, are

arranged in Pier-case 32 and Table-case 17 ; while the finest

skull of a mammoth (with complete tusks 10 ft. (3 in. in

length) hitherto discovered in Britain, is mounted in Case ]\I.

This specimen was also found in a l)rickfield at Ilford, and
seems to have Ijeen associated with a whole skeleton, which
was unfortunately dug out in pieces and sold l)y tlie work-

men to a local rag and bone merchant ])efore the interest of

the discovery was recognised. In the English collection

there is evidence of mammoths of all ages, and an instructive

series of teeth of young individuals is placed in Table-case
Table-cases 17^. The specimens of greatest geological antiquity are the

'
^' molars in Taljle-case 17 obtained l)y ]\Ir. A. C. Savin from

the Norfolk Forest Bed. Molars from numerous localities

in England and on the Continent, in Table-case 18, illustrate

distriljution and variation ; and a series dredged from the bed

of the Xorth Sea (chiefly the Owles Collection) is placed in

Table-eases Table-case 19 (Figs. 43, 44). Molars of the southern race from
18, 19. |-|^g Qi^ ^^^ Xew Worlds, named Ele2)lias armeniacus and

E. cohimhi, are shown in Table-case 17.

The Pleistocene allies of the existing African elephant

had a less extensive geographical distribution than the

mammoth, and they never ranged sufficiently far north to
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pass iuto the Kew World. The best kiKjwu species is Table-cases

Elephas antiquus, with narrow molar teeth (Fig. 45) and ^®' ^^'

straight tusks, which has not been found farther north than

Fig. 43.— Grinding surface of left last upper molar tooth of Mammoth
[Elephas primigenius), dredged off the Dogger Bank, North Sea, one-
quarter nat. size. (Table-case 19.)

Fig. 44.— ]\Iandible of Mammotli {Elephas prim'ujenius), dredged oft' the

Dogger Bank, North Sea ; one-sixth nat. size. (Pier-case 32.)

llie Kirkdale Cave in the \'ak^ of Tickering, Yorkshire. The Pier^case

teeth are less common in Europe than those of the mammoth,

but a good English colhx'tion is e.xliibited in Pier-case ^?),

and the series includes a characteristic straight tusk. Tlie
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Pier-case most ancient si)ecinicns were obtained from the Xorfolk

Forest Bed and from the I'liocene Xorwieli Cra.u'. ]\Iolars of

youni,' individuals, chiefly found in Kn.Ldand, are arranged
Table-cases ill Table-case IVlA. Teeth intermediate l)et\veen those of

^'21a^'
' E. antiquus and B. africanns occur in northern Africa, and
there are remains of dwarf races in ihe caverns of Malta,

Sicily, and Cyprus. The pigmy elephants (jf Malta (B. mcli-

tensis and B. mnaidrlcn.^is) and Cyprus {E. cupriotcs) are

especially interesting, and must have varied from three to

seven feet in height when full-grown. A large collection of

their remains is exhibited in Table-cases 17a, 21, 21a, those

from Malta having been collected by Admiral Spratt and Pro-

fessor Leith Adams, those from Cyprus Ijy Miss 1). M. A. Bate.

There are also a few jaws and teeth of the Sicilian forms in

Table-case 21. It is commonly supposed that these animals

were stranded on the islands where the i-emains are fninid,

Fig. 45.— Grinding surface of right second lower molar tooth of Elephan
antiquus, from the Pleistocene of Grays, Essex ; one-third nat. size.

(Pier-case 33.)

when the ^Mediterranean assumed its present extent in the

Pleistocene period and disintegrated the once continuous

mainland. Their small size and innumerable variations are

thus ascribed to the struggle for existence on a reduced and
unfavouralde feeding ground.

The largest known elephant, apparently allied to tlie

surviving African species, lived during the Upper Pliocene

period to the dawn of the Pleistocene in the soutlunn lialf nf

Table-case Europe. It was first discovered in the valley of the Arno,

Italy, and named Ekplias mtridioncdis. A nearly complete

skeleton from Durfort, CJard, France, now mounted in the

Paris Museum, shows that tlie animal must sometimes liaxe

measured 14 or 15 feet in height. Molar teeth (Fig. -li)) and
other remains occur in the Xorfolk Forest Bed, and a good

collection is exhibited with some Italian specimens in Tal)le-

case 20. A few pieces are also shown from the Pliocene Pied

20.
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( 'rag- and Xorwich Crag, and there is one molar from a fissure Table-case

in tlie Chalk at Uewlisli, Dorset. Photographs of the circum-

stances under which the latter specimen was discovered are

fixed on the wall in the l»ay between Tier-cases 34, 35.

IJemains of true elepliants are quite common in the ^^33*3^^^

Lower I'liocene Siwalik Formation and in the Pleistocene Table-case

river-deposits of India. All of these are closely related to 22.

tlie living Indian elephant, hut some, such as IJ. jjlanifrons
stands O,

and U. hf/s7idrims, seem to l)e intermediate l)etween the

surviving Indian and African SY)ecies. The Cautley Collection

and numerous oilier specimens in Pier-cases 33 and 34, Talde-

case 22, and on special stands, form a unirpie illustration of

these extinct members of the Indian fauna.

P, w.

Yui. 46.—Grinding surface of upiior molar tooth of Elephas mcridionalis,

from the Upper Pliocene of Tuscany ; one-third nat. size. (Table-

case 20.)

The Indian s])ecies just mentioned are the earliest known
examples of the true ele])hant, wliich thus makes its first

a])pcarance in the Lower Pliocene of Asia. AVith the typical

kinds are associated other ele}»hants wliicli possess more
primiti\'e grinding teeth, and show how the elephantine

molar originated. They pro\c', in fact, that this ponderous

tooth has gradually arisen in the eU'i)hant tribe l)y the

cidargement and com})lication oi' a looth witli a few cross-

ridges. The first stage (among ele})hants with a normal
prol»oscis or trunk) is found in Mastodon ("nipple-tooth"),

which is represented by M. siva/ensis (Fig. 50) and other

species in the Siwalik Formation (see Pier-case 3)7 and Pier-case

Ta])le-case 23). A longitudinal vertical section of this kind f^'
of tooth (rig. 4/) dis])hiys tlie thick cross-ridges seiiaraled 23.

l»y wide valleys, which are quite empty or only partially

lildcked by small supplementary knobs or ridges. The next

stage, iPinied Sfrr/odo)! (" roof-tooth ") in allusion to the
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Fig. 47.—Vertical longitudinal section of molar toothofJ/ai^xZo)!, showing
open valleys between cross-ridges, thick enamel {h), and the dentine

(c) ; two-thirds nat. size. (Table-case 24.)

Fig. 48.—Vertical longitudinal section of molar tooth of Elephas {Stegodon)

insignis, from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India, showing
wide valleys between cross-ridges filled with cement (a), the layer of

enamel (6), and the dentine (c) ; one-third nat. size. (Table-case 24.)

Fig. 49.— Vertical longitudinal section of molar tooth of Elephas plani-

frons, from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India, showing
deep valleys between cross-ridges filled with cement (a), the layer of

enamel (6), and the dentine (c) ; one-third nafc. size. (Table-case 24.)



Fig. 50.—Grinding surface of lower molar tooth of Mastodon sivalensis,

from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India ; two-thirds nat.
size. (Table-case 23.)

Fig. 51.—Grinding surface of upper molar tooth of i Elephas {Stcgodon)

clifti, from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India ; one-half

nat. size. (Pier-case -30.)

Fig. 52.—Grinding surface of incoinplito upper molar tooth of Elephas
planifrons, from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalili Hills, India; two-
thirds nat. size. (Pier-case 34.)
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Pier-cases iiiiL;ii]ai- lool'-like .shape ol' the cioss-lidges of llii; luelli (Figs.

35, 36. 48, 51), has tliese ridges more numerous and usually deeper,
^ 2^3^^^^^ wliile the intervening valleys are i)artly filled with a soft

tooth-sulistance termed cement. Stcgodon is generally re-

garded as a sub-genus or section of U/cphas ]»]()))er, and
various remains (»f it from India, Burma, and China are

Pier-cases exhilnted in Pier-cases 35, 86. A fine skull of Elc2Jhi^

sf^' d^k {^^'V'"^"") fj"n<'sa with immense tusks (Fig. TjO) from the

Siwalik Formation, presented hy CJeneral Sir W. Yj. Baker,

is UKjunted on a separate stand (K). In the true Ekplias

the tooth-ridges are excessively deepened and C(jmparatively

numerous (Figs. 49, 52), while the intervening valleys, now
mere crevices, are filled to overflowing with cement. This

Table-case progressive com])lication is well illustrated hy a series of
24. sections of teeth arranged in regular order in Table-case 24.

The Pliocene Strfjodon has only l)een found in southern

and central Asia, some of the adjacent islands, and nortliciii

Africa. MrmtoOoa, howexer, i-anged over southern and central

Kuro})e, and in the Pleistocene period extended nearly

throughout Xorth and South America. Among F^urcjpean

species may be mentioned M. nrveniensis, from the Ui)per
Pier-case Plioccuc of Fiance, Italy, (lermaiiy, and the Ped Crag of

F^ngland, illustrated in Pier-case 37

and Table-case 23 ; also M. atficvs and

M. pcutdici from the Lower I'liocene

of Greece, exhiljited in the same
( ases. Among North American species

M. a/inericaiius (Figs. 53, 54) is the

most important, and is rejjresented

not only by the partially recon-

structed skeleton (Stand B) at the

entrance to the Gallery, but also by

numerous remains in Pier-cases 38, 39,

and Table-case 23. It lived until the

arrival of prehistoric man in Xorth

Fig. 5.S.—Lower molar Ameiica, as shown liv the occurrence
tooth, oi Mastodon amcri- of stone arrow-heads with its bones.

The best known South American

species is J/. humhoUUi, of which a

fine skull is mounted in Pier-case 39

(40). Though found nearly all over

South America, its remains are especially aljundant in the

lake deposits or flood deposits in the valley of Tarija, Bolivia,

where large herds must have perished.

37.

Table-case
23.

Pier-eases
38, 39.

Table-cases
23, 24.
Stand B.

canus, from the Pleisto-

cene of North America

;

one - third nat. size.

(Table-case 2-3.)
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38-42.
cases

23, 24.
Stand B.

Tiie i'liueeiie and Pleistucene mastodous jiLst euuiaerated Pier-cases

clearly possessed the ordinary elephant proboscis, and would ipab^.'
l)e elephants to all outward ai)pearance. Young individuals,

however, exhibit a diminutive pair of tusks projecting from

tlie front of the lower jaw. They are thus reminiscent oi'

Iheir ^Miocene predecessors in Europe and Africa, whicli had

well-developed lower tusks throughout life. These ancestral

mastodons, of the genus Tetrahdodon,, are illustrated by
numerous remains from the IMiddle and Upper JVIiocene and
Lower Pliocene of Europe, and by one mandible from Kansas,

Fig. 5-t.—Skeleton of Masfudon americanun, from the Pleistocene of

T^)enton County, Missouri, U.S.A. ; height '.) ft. Hin., length 20 ft., and
length of tusks 5 ft. G in. (Stand B.)

I'.S.A., in I'ier-case 41 (42). Xone of Ibe sjx'cies were so

large as tlio.se of the genus M((.sfo(/o/i, itself. Their skull

(Fig. 60) is like that of an elepliant, aiul tbe spreading upper

tusks only difter from modern e]e])haiiti tusks in having a

band of enamel along one side. Their lower jaw, liowevei-,

is produced at the chin (symphysis) into a remarkable bony

spout-shaped elongation, tipjied with a ])air of chisel-sluiped

tusks, which cannot liave woi'ked against tbe u])])er tusks,

but exidently met some kind of ])ail on Mie palate. Tclra-

hrhnldii must thus liave i)Osst\ssed an iiiiiiieiiselv eloULiated

Pier-case
41.
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Pier-case
41.

face, and as its neck was longer than that of a modern
elephant, it would be able to reach the ground with the front

of its mouth. The general shape of the animal is well shown
by a partially restored skeleton in the Paris Museum, of

which a photograph is placed on the wall near Pier-case 41

(see also Fig. oo).

Fig. 55.—Skeleton of Tetrahelodon angiistidcns, from the ^liddle IMiocene
of Saasau, France; greatly reduced. (After A. Gaudry.)

r
I If*
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Fig. 56.—Left upper milk-molars of Tctrahehdon longirostris, from the

Lower Pliocene of Eppelsheim, Hesse-Darmstadt ; nat. size. (After

A. Gaudrv.)

Wall-ease
43.

Case C.

Dinotherium, a contemporary of Tetrahelodon, with smaller,

simpler and more numerous grinding teeth, has the bony

symphysis of its mandible bent downwards and the terminal

lower tu.sks curved backwards. The only known skull of

this animal, with a plaster cast of the mandible (Fig. 57)

from the Lower Pliocene of Eppelsheim, Hesse-Darmstadt,

is mounted in a special Case marked C ; and teeth (Fig. 58)
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and other remains both from Europe and the Siwalik Wall-case

Formation of India, are exhibited. m„Kf^"

23.
Case C.

Fig. 57.—Skull and mandible of Dinuthcriiim giganteum, from the Lower
Pliocene of Eppelsheim, Hesse-Darmstadt ; one-fifteenth nat. size.

(Case C.)

Pig. 58.—Left upper teeth of Dinothcrium levins, from the Middle
I\Iioc3ne of Sansan, France ; one-quarter nat. size. (After A. Gaudry.)

N'o Proboscidean earlier tliau Tctrdbelodon occurs in

Europe ; but it is preceded in tlie Upper Eocene of Egypt by
a still smaller animal, Palicomastodon, oi. \\\\\q\\ i\ fiwQ iik\\\\

Wall-case
43.
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Wall-case and maudilile and otlier remaius are exhibileil in AVall-ca.se

^^* 4o. This genus (Fig. 61) resembles Telrabclodon in its tusks

Fig. 59.—Skull and lower jaw of Elephas (Slcfjuduii) rjanesa, showing
immense tusks, from the Lower Pliocene of the Siwalik Hills, India

;

one thirty-second nat. size. (Stand K.)

Fig. 60.—Skull and lower jaw of Tetrabdudun (auiusfidcns, s^howing

elongated chin with pair of terminal cutting teetli (l-i.), from the
Middle Miocene of Sausan, France; one-twentieth nat. size. nar.

position of nostrils ; 2i.i. upper incisor or tusk. (After C. W.
Andrews.)

and elongated face, Init differs in having a less ele})liant-like

.skull, with more numerous and relatively smaller grinding

teeth. It is preceded again in the ^Middle Eocene of Egypt
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I)}' Mocrilhcrimii (I'ig. 02), wliich comprises still smaller

species whose relation to Eleplias would hardly be suspected

if all the intermediate gradations were unknown. Here the

cross- ridged molars are first becoming recognisable ; one pair

Wall-case
43.

Fig. 61.—Skull aud lower jaw of PaLvoviastodon bendneUi, showing
elongated chin with pair of terminal cutting teeth [l.i.), from the
Upper Eocene of the Fayum, Egypt ; one-twelfth nat. size. nar.

position of nostrils ; //./. upper incisor or tusk. (After C. W. Andrews.)

Fig. 02.—Skull and lower jaw of Mocritherium lyonsi, from the Middle
Eocene of the Fayum, Egypt; one-seventh nat. size. ant. orb.,

antorbital foramen ; c, canine ; c.r. oc. , exoccipital ; /r., frontal ; i. 1-3,

incisors; ju., jugal; m. 1-3, molars; m.v., maxilla; n., nasal; p.a.,

parietal; prt/-. oc, paroccipital ; j).w. 2-4, premolars; }> mx., pre-

maxilla
; pt., post-tympanic process of squamosal; s.oc, supra-

occipital ; sr/., squamosal. (After C. W. .\ndrews.)

<it' incisors above and below is growing at the expense of its

fellows to ))ecome real tusks ; and the arrangement of the

bones ol' the skull is beginning to sliow features which are

kno\\ii only in the order Proljoscidea. S(^veral instructive

fragments and plaster casts ol" skulls from tlie Caii'o IMuseum
are placed in IMercase 43.
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Wall-ease A series of models (jf the skulls of Mocritherium, Faheo-

mastodon, and Tctrabelodon is arranged for comparative study

on the front part of Stand B.

Tlie fossils, so far as known, sliow therefore that the

earliest forerunners of the elephants were small marsh-

dwellers which lived on a succulent food in the African

region. They gradually increased in size, without essentially

altering their limhs and hody ; but as their legs lengthened

and their neck shortened, their face and chin gradually

became elongated to reach the ground for Ijrowsing. When
this strange adaptation liad reached its maximum degree, the

chin suddenly shrivelled, leaving the flexiljle, toothless face

without any support. Thus arose the unique proboscis of the

elephants, which has become prehensile by stages which
cannot be traced, Ijecause soft parts are not preserved in

ordinary geological formations.

Starts E,P, j'or comparison, a stuffed modern Indian elephant, a
' ' ' skeleton of the same, and a newly-born individual of the

same, are placed in the middle of the Gallery ; while skulls

and tusks are arranged in the l:)ay between Pier-cases 36 and

37, and in Wall case 28.

Order YL—RODENTIA.

Table-case Fossil remains of rodents or gnawing mammals are common
^^' in Tertiary formations throughout the M'orld, and a typical

collection is exhibited in Taljle-case 16. The extinct kinds,

however, do not differ much from those now living, although

they can l)e traced back as far as the Middle Eocene period.

Among the fossil remains of Sciuromorpha, those of the

beaver (Castor) are conspicuous. This animal first appears

in the Upper Pliocene of Italy, France, and England ; and
the common C. fihcr had a remarkably wide range in Europe
during the Pleistocene period. Good specimens are shown
from the Fen-land (Fig. 63) and from the valley of the Lea,

E-ssex. It does not appear to have been exterminated in

Britain until about the twelfth century, and there are still

allusions to it in some names of places (e.g., Beverley and
IS^ant-yr-afancwn). Trogonthcrium cuvieri is a giant beaver,

wliich ranged from Pussia to England during early Pleistocene

times. A skull, jaws, and other remains from the Xorfolk

Forest Bed are exhibited, with plaster casts of a Pussian

skull and mandible of the same species.
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Among ]\Iyomorpha, it is interesting to notice that the Table-ease

lemmings [Mi/odcs Icmmvs and Cuniculus torquatus) occur in ^^•

the Pleistocene of England. There are also remains of a

large dormouse {Leithia melitcnsu) found with the pigmy
elephants in the caverns of ]Malta.

Fig. 63.— Left upper (A) and light loweL ^B) teeth of Beaver {Castor fiber),

from the Fens of Cambridgeshire ; nat. size.

Among Hystricomorpha, a skull of the gigantic CastorokJcs

ohioticvs from the I'leistocene of North America is shown
;

and there is a drawing-of a complete skeleton of this animal,

natural size, on the adjacent wall. There are also remains
of various genera from South America, where the extinct

Pleistocene Megamys must som.etimes have l)een as large as

an ox.

The Lagomorpha, or rabhits, picas, and hares, date hack
to the Oligocene period.

Ordei; VII.—SIRENIA.

The extinct representatives of the " sea-cows," so far as

known, ai'e very little different from the surviving meml)ers
of the Order. Discoveries in P'gypt merely suggest that

during the Eocene period they were most closely connected
with the early Proboscidean Ungulata. Various fossils

show that in Tertiary times they had a wider geographical

distribution than at the present day.

Steller's Sea-cow {Rltytina f/if/as), which formerly browseil

on the sea-weed on the shores of Bering Strait, lived until

17ft2, when it was exterminated bv the Pussian sailors who
F 2

Pier-ease
29 (30).
Case V.
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Pier-case fed upon

llse V. naturalist

Pier-case
29 (30).

i

'tl

s^

its flesh. It was described by 8teik'i-, a German
in the Eussian service in J 751, and a copy of his

drawing of the living animal is

fixed on the Pillar lietween Tier-

cases 20 and 21. This massive
creature sometimes attained a length
of 25 feet; and a nearly complete
skeleton of an individual about

'S 20 feet long (Fig. 64) is mounted,
' with other remains, in a large case

marked Y. Bhytina ^vas destitute oH

teeth, which were replaced by cor-

; rugated, horny plates ; it also appears

; to have lacked ordinary hands. Its

1 hones occur in the peat-bogs and
! swamps of the islands round wdiicli

;
it lived, and they are discovered by

1^ prodding the soft ground with an
;> iron l)ar which strikes them.

1 I Ilalitherlum, from the Oligocene

r2- and Lower Miocene of Europe, is

i^^.
essentially a manatee, but it lacks

:-2 the apparently unlimited supply of

;-« grindiufT teeth which characterise

;
^ the surviviufj animal. It also

'-g exhibits a less rudimentary pelvis

;g than any other known Sirenian,

1*2 w4th a small Ijone representing
' o the femur. A well-preserved small

I skeleton and a restored model of

: a larger skeleton of Halithcriurn

;
schinzi (Fig. 65), from the Oligocene

I

of Hesse-Darmstadt, are mounted
:

in Case Y. There is also an im-

I

perfect skull, named Halithcrinni
' canhami, from the Eed Crag of

i Suffolk (see Table-case 1a). Felsi-

;

notherium is a closely similar animal

from Northern Italy.

Prorastomus is another extinct

genus known only with certainty

by the unique skull from an early

Tertiary limestone in Jamaica,

which is exhiliited in Pier-case 29
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(30). It is peculiar iu possessing a complete set of teeth, -^^®'''^^^®

incisors and canines as well as premolars and molars. ^

Fragments of jaws, possibly of another species of the same
genus, occur in the Upper Eocene of Xortheru Italy.

Fig. 65.—Skeleton of Halitherium scliinzi, from the Oligocene of Hesse-
Darmstadt ; one twenty-fifth nat. size. (Case V.)

The oldest known Sireuians are Euthcrinm and Eosiren

from the ]\Iiddle Eocene of Egypt. Brain-casts, a plaster

cast of a skull, and other remains are exhibited in Tier-case

20 (30).

Skeletons and stuffed specimens of the living manatees
and dugongs are placed in Case V and Pier-case 29 (30) for

comparison with the fossils. 8ee ' Guide to the Galleries

of ]\Iammals," p. 84.

Okdeu YIII.—CETACEA.

The fossil remains of whales, porpoises, and dolphins are Gallery of

placed witli the living members of the Order in the Gallery
of Cetacea (Department of Zo(jlogy). They are all xevy

fragmentary.

The typical modern Baltenidse do not occur below the

riiocene, where they are represented chiefly by ear-bones

(tynipanics), of which a good series from the Red Crag of

Suffolk is exhibited (Fig. 66). Snioall whalebone whales,

however, existed so long ago as the Gligocene period both in

Europe and North America, altliough there are no remains in

the collection.

Teetli and l)ones of the toothed whales are more fre-

([uently met with among fcssils. All the kinds which still

live seem to have been in existence before the close of the
I'liocene period. P^ven the strange compact snouts of the
beaked whales, such as 3Ieso2Jlodon, are common fossils in

llie I'liocene Crag of P^ngland and Belgium, and a good
collection is mounted for exhibition. Some of tlie earlier

Cetacea,
Zool. Dept.
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Gallery of tootlied whales of the jNIiocene period differed from every
Ceta_cea, (Jetaceaii now living, and approached more normal mammals

ep
.

.^^ ^j^^ circumstance, that all their teeth were enamelled,

while some of those at the back of the jaw were two-rooted.

Instructive illustrations may be seen in plaster casts of skulls

of Sqnakxlon (jratdovpi from the IMioccne of France and

Fig. 6G.—Tympanic bone of Whalebone whale {Balaina pi-imigenia), from
the Red Crag of Suffolk ; one-half nat. size.

FiG.GT.—Skull (A) and upper molar tooth (B) of Zenglodon
cetoides, from the Eocene of Alabama,U.S.A. ; A greatly

reduced, B one-fifth nat. size.

Bavaria, and in an almost unique skull of Prosqualodon

australis from the Patagonian Formation of South America.

The Miocene toothed-whales with enamelled two-rooted

teeth are especially interesting, because they connect the

modern simple -toothed ti'ibes with some whale-like creatures,

the Zeuglodonts, whidi a])i)ear to have flonrisheil in all seas
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during the Eocene period, Zcnglodoii (yoke-tooth), thus Gallery of

named by Owen in allusion to the shape of its hinder teeth rp^\^^^\
(hig. b/B), has jaws so peculiar that they were originally

supposed to belong to a reptile, which was termed Basilo-

saurus. The skull (Fig. 67a) is not completely that of a

whale, though it is elongated and depressed, with the nostril

on the middle of the upper surface. Each side of either jaw
is provided with four simple teeth in front and five double-

rooted teeth behind. The neck must have been unusually

long for a whale and not rigid. Plaster casts of the skull

and teeth, l:)esides actual teeth of the typical Zciuflodon

ectoidcs, from the Eocene of Alabama, U.S.A., are exhibited,

proving the animal to have been of rather large size. Pro-

zcufflodon, represented by a plaster cast of a skull from the

^liddle Eocene of the Fayum, Egypt, lias some three-rooted

teeth, and seems to connect toothed whales with Creodonta

(see p. 16).

OjiDER IX.—EDENTATA.

The sloths, anteaters, and armadillos have been character-

istic of the South American region since early Tertiary

limes, and they do not appear to have wandered farther than

the southern part of Xorth America at any period. They are

([uite a degenerate and insignificant race at the present day,

compared with their former representatives.

The modern sloths and anteaters are almost unkno\vii Wall-ease
among fossils, Init the peculiarities of both these families arc 26.

combhied in the skeleton of the extinct ground-sloths.
'^i4b^"ifa^^

These animals, in fact, exhibit tlie head and teeth of a slotli

associated with the back-bone, limbs, and tail of an anteater.

They lived in great num])ers in South America during the

latter part of the Tertiary period, ranging even so far north

as Kentucky in the Pleistocene ; and some of them survived

lo 1)1' contempornries of man at a very recent Prehistoric

date. The ^Miocene or perhaps earlier forms are small, ])ut

they l)ecome larger as they are traced upwards in the

geological sequence, and many of the Pleistocene and Pre-

liistoric species rival elephants and rhinoceroses in bulk.

The best known ground-sloths are Mefjanicrmm, Scelido-

llicrium, and Mijlodon, all well represented in the collection.

Tliey obviously could not live in trees like the little sloths

which exist at present in the South American forests ; but

tbeir liind quarters are very massive and their stout tail

would serve with their hind legs to form a rigid tripod orx

Case Y.
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Stand X. which they could rest when leaching the leaves of trees for
Case Y.

fQoJ. A plaster cast of the skeleton oi" }[crjatherium, 18 feet

long, and a slightly restored actual skeleton of MyJodon,

somewhat smaller, are mounted on stands marked X, Y, in

the attitude whicli it is l^elieved they usually assumed when
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feeding. The original bones and teeth of Megatherium, other

remains of Mylodon, and numerous parts of the skeleton of

Scclidotliei'ium (Fig. 68) are arranged in Wall-case 26. The
bones bear conspicuous crests and ridges, which indicate the

muscular power of these animals. The feet are twisted,

so that their side rather than their palm would be used when
walking ; and one, two, or three of the toes on each foot

terminate in a great claw. The fore quarters are arranged

for the easy motion of the grasping arms. The front of the

mandible is spout-shaped (see Figs. 68, 69), evidently adapted

to a long protrusible tongue, which could be used like that

of a giraffe for pulling leaves off the trees. The few grinding

teeth would continually grow as they were worn down
throughout life, and those of Megatherium (Fig. 69) are made

Stand X.
Case Y.

Stand X.

Fig. G'J.—Lower jaw of Megatherium americanum, showing double-

ridged molar teeth and long spout-shaped symphysis (fZ), from the

Pampa Formation of Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic ; one-eighth

nat. size. (Wall-case 26.)

extremely powerful l)y consisting of alternate soft and hard

plates of t()oth-sul)stance, which produce cross-ridges on the

crown.

Tlie skeletons of the ground-sloths are wonderfully well

preserved in the Pampa Formation of the Argentine

Kepu])lic, and it is the rule rather than the exception to find

them whole. Most of them are discovered on the l)orders

of old lakes and rivers, evidently in the position in \\hich

the animals suddenly died. They are supposed to have

perished in the mud and soft ground when attempting to

reach the water to drink during dry seasons ; for drouglits

are common even at the present day in the country where

they formerly lived. In the time of tlie ground-sloths,

liowever, the pampa can scarcely have been the bare plain

that it is now ; it must have borne forest vegetation.

Botli liuman Ijones and stone iiii])lements have occasionally Table-case
15a.
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Table-case liceii found in Uic province of Jjiieno.s Aires so intimately

associated witli remains of the ground-sloths that there can

he no douljt as to the survival of these gigantic quadrupeds
until the time of man at least in the southern part of South

America. The most important discoveries, however, which
appear to prove this survival, were made in 181)7 and
sul)sequent years Ijy Dr. F. P. ]\Ioreno, Dr. E. Hauthal, Barrm
Erland Xordenskjold, and others, in a cavern near Ccjusuelo

Cove, Last Hope Inlet, I'atagonia, hetween the 51st and
52nd degrees of soutli latitude. Here, in an aljsolutely dry

and powdery deposit on the floor of the large cavern, were
found numerous Ijrokeu Ijones of several individuals of a

ground-sloth, Grypothermm, which was nearly as large as

Mylodon and only differed from the latter in minor features.

With the bones were several pieces of skin, evidently of the

same animal, which showed marks of tools and seemed to

have been stripped oft' the carcase by man. There were also

large lumps of excrement, besides masses of cut grass which
may have been intended for fodder. AVith the Grypotlierium

were found bones of other extinct animals ; and in the same
cavern there were implements of stone and bone, remains

of fires, and even the bones of man himself. The Argentine

explorers, in fact, concluded tliat the Gi'upofJicrinm had
actually been kept in the cavern and fed by man, wlio

eventually killed the animals for food.

A series of specimens illustrating this discovery is

exhibited in Table-case loA. The sharply broken Ijones are

remarkably fresh in appearance, still Ijearing the dried and
shrivelled remains of gristle, sinews and flesh. The pieces

of skin (Plate IV) are covered with dense, coarse hair on

the outside ; while the inner layer of their sul)stance is filled

with small nodules of bone, which are exposed on the inside

where the skin is slightly decayed. Similar little bones

have been found in great numljers with the skeletons of

Wall-case J[t/lodo/i in tlie Pampa Formation (see Wall-case 26), so that

this ground-sloth and its allies must have been armoured
with a bony mail Ijeneath the hairy outer surface of the skin.

The lumps of excrement from the cavern consist only of

remains of grass, without any traces of leaves. Among
associated animals may be particularly noted the extinct

horse, Onohippidiiim, of which there are characteristic teeth

besides many well-preserved hoofs.

The armadillos which lived with the Pampean ground-

sloths, were also gigantic compared with their existing
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,^:M^^^

Skin of Extinct C^round-sloth (GriipotJicrium listai) from a Cavern near

Last Hope Inlet, Patagonia ; one-sixth nat. size. The outer side (A)

hoars coarse hair ; the inner side (B) exhibits small nodules of bone

imbedded in the substance of the skin. (Table-case 15a.)
[To /ace p. 74.
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representati\'es. They exhiljit great variety, Init their coat Wall-case

of mail (carapace) is always rigid, not divided into the over- m iS^'

14b.
Case Z.
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Wall-case lapping cross-bands whicli enable the surviving armadillos

T bi^ ^^ ^"^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ when attacked. Glyptodon (Fig. 70) is

14b. one of the best known genera, and owes its name (" sculptured
Case Z. tooth ") to the circumstance that hard and soft portions

alternate in the teeth, thus imparting a sculptured ai)pearance

to their grinding surface. The actual armour of a line

specimen is mounted, with a plaster cast of the skeleton, in

Case Z. As here exhibited the total length of the animal,

measured along the curve of the back, is 11 feet 6 inches
;

while the body shield or carapace measures 7 feet in length

by 9 feet across. The armour oliviously consists of small

bony rosettes or bosses compacted together, and it must have

been originally covered with a thin outer skin. There is a

little shield on the top of the head ; and the covering of the

tail is arranged in successive, overlapping rings. At times

of danger, the animal would probably be al)le to draw \\\) its

Fici. 71.—Portion of tail-sheath of Hoplophorus, from the Pampa Forma-
tion of the Argentine Republic ; one-quarter nat. size. (Wall-case 26.)

legs close to the body, so as U) rest its cara})ace on the

ground, while its armour-plated head would be bent do^^n-

wards in front. The massive tail must have moved freely

behind the carapace, and in one genus, Daedicurus, the solid

end of the tail-sheath is somewhat expanded to bear a cluster

of bony bosses which would give it the aspect of a powerful

club (see Wall-case 26). Hoplojjhcrrus is a smaller elongated

animal having the end of the tail-sheath without lings

(Fig. 71). It is illustrated by a good series of specimens in

Wall-case 26.

Table-case '^^^^ earlier remains of armadillos frum I'atagunia, as

14b. shown by the collection in Table-case 14b, represent animals

much smaller than those from the Pampa Formation, and
some of them liave a Ijanded carapace like that of the living

armadillos. It must, in fact, be understood that the tree-

sloths of the present South American forests and the
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buiTowiug aniiadillns uf the existing panipa are not the

degenerate descendants of the gigantic i'leistocene animals

just described. If all their ancestors were known, they

would probably prove to have been always small ; and they

have survived changes M^hich the larger beasts could not

withstand, because they exist in comparatively secure retreats

and do not need a great amount tjf food.

It is sometimes doubted whether the so-called Edentata

of the Old World—the pangolins and aard varks—are

really related to the South American animals of this Order.

Unfortunately, the known fossils do not help to solve the

problem. Some small l)oues from the Oligocene Phosphorites

of France, now in the Paris IMuseum, seem to belong to

ancient pangolins ; while skulls, jaws and teeth of the aard

vark or Cape anteater {Oryctcropus), which is now confined

to Africa, are exhibited from the Lower Pliocene of Sanios,

Greece, and Persia (Table-case 14b). No animals ancestral

to these are recognisable.

Table-case
14b.

Sub-class II.—IMetatiierlv.

Order X. -MARSUPIALIA.

Like the sloths and armadillos of South America, the

kangaroos and wombats of Australia were preceded in the

Pleistocene period l)y comparatively gigantic relatives. The
largest of these rivalled the rhinoceros in bulk, and its thigh-

bone was so completely adapted for the support of a massive

body, that when it was first discovered it was mistaken l)y

Owen for the thigh-bone of an elephant. The jaws, howe^'er,

and other parts of the skeleton soon eualiled Owen to publish

a satisfactory account of the animal, which he named Dipro-

todoa (" two-front-teeth ") in allusion to the ral)bit-like or

womljat-like arrangement of the anterior cutting teeth

(incisors). The original specimens from the river deposits

of Queensland, many collected by Dr. George Bennett, are

arranged in Wall-case 27 and Table-case 15, with the remains
of an allied smaller animal. Nototherium, from the same
region. There is also a reconstructed skeleton, partly made
of original liml)-l»oiies J'rom the dry salt ])lain bordering Lake
Kyre, in South Australia. Xotwitbstanding its great size,

the general shape of Diproiodon must have been much like

that of the existing phalangers of Australia, and it seems
to be related both to these animals and to the kangaroos.

Wall-ease
27.

Table-cases
14, 14a, 15.
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Wall-case The skull (Fig. 72) measures about three feet iu length. The

Table-cases Mi'iii*^^ii^g teeth are ridged, much like those of a iminitive

14, 14a, 15. elephant, such as Dinotlierium. The toes are five in numl)er
liut remarkal)ly sliort and slender.

Table-cases The remains of kangaroos from tlie river deposits of
14, 15. Queensland and Xew .South Wales, and from the Wellington

Caves, Xew South Wales, indicate animals of various sizes

from that of the smallest living species to that of a donkey.
The unique original collection described by Owen is ex-

hibited in Table-cases 14, 15. The largest extinct species

referred to Procoptodon and Palorchcf-tcs, though essentially

kangaroos, had the fore and hind liml)S less dis]irn])ortii)nate

Fig. 72.— Skull and lower jaw of a gigantic extinct Marsupial, Dijyrotodon

aiistralis, from the Pleistocene of Queensland ; with a Human Skull

(b) to show comparative size. (Wall-case 27.)

in size than any li\ing member of the family, and would

])roljably be unable to leap.

Table-case The largest of the extinct wombats, found with Dipro-
^'^^- fodoii and the large kangaroos, is Fhasco/onus, oH which the

lower jaw and upper front teeth are shown in Talde-case 14a.

It was about as large as an ox. Here are also numerous

remains of wombats of more ordinary size.

Table-case The phalangers seem to be represented among fossils by

the so-called " pouched lion " of Owen, Thylacoho carnifex,

which is also found with Diprotodon and the large kangaroos

in the Australian river deposits and caverns. Numerous
unique fragments are exhibited, with a restored model of the

14.
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skull and mandible (Fig. 73), in Table-case 14. This animal

was regarded by Owen as having preyed upon the large

Australian herbivores in the same way that the lion feeds

at present on the antelopes and other herbivores in Africa.

The lion-like shape of the head and jaws, with the great

cutting tooth followed behind Ijy little crushing teeth, seemed
to Owen to justify this conclusion. Other naturalists,

however, have doubted whether Thylacolco fed on flesh, or at

least was more than a mixed feeder, because its large front

teeth are incisors, and no known existing carnivore has

canine teeth too small for grasping.

The undoul:)ted carnivorous marsupials contemporary

with the extinct animals just enumerated, were identical

with those still surviving in Tasmania. They are species

Table-case
14.

Fig. 73.—Skull and lower jaw of ThylacuU <i cui hlJl.i, liom the Pleistocene
of Australia; one-fifth nat. size. (Table-case 14.)

of the " Tasmanian Wolf" {Thylacinus) and the " Tasmanian
Devil " (»S'arro;)/M776,s), of wliich jaws arc exhibited in Table-

ca.se 14.

Unfortunately, "no satisfactcny remains of mammals are

known i'rom rocks l)elow the Pleistocene in the Australian

region
;

and tlie exact connection between the pouched
animals of Australia and the mammals of other parts of

the world has not yet been revealed l)y fossils. It is,

however, interesting to notice tliat the Tasmanian Thylaciims
and SarcojjhUns just mentioned are essentially similar to

the Creodonta, wliicli ilourished in the northern hemisphere
at the l)egiuning of the Tertiary period (see p. IG), and to

the Sparassodonta, which survived until still later times in

South America (see p. 17). It is also worthy of remark that

the small pouched opossums, now confined to the American
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Table-case tropics, lived with the Creodunta both in Eui-upc aud Xuilli
^

America, while other undoubted little pouched animals,

such as EiKiiiornuis, accompanied the Sparassodonta aud

early opossums in South America. Jaws of these small

marsupials, some from the LoM'er and Upper Eocene of

Enj,dand, and from the Lower ]\Iiocene of Erance, are shown
in Table-case 14a. A few South American jaws are aiTanged

with them.

Erom these and other con.siderations it seems likelv that

m^i^-

Fig. 74.—Lower jaw and teeth of Triconodon mcrdax, from the Purbeck
Beds of Swanage; nat. size. (Table-case 14.\.)

Table-ease
14a.

Fig. 75.—Part of lower jaw and teeth of Spalacotherium triciispidens,

from the Purheck Beds of Swanage ; outline-fig. nat. size, c and d
being lateral and upper views of a molar tooth. (Table-case 14a.)

the Australian legion has remained isolated from the rest of

tlie world since the end of the Secondary epoch, and that its

marsupials are the slightly altered survivors of the mammal

-

life then characteristic of every continent.

Tlie only known mammals of the Secondary or .Mesozoic

epoch are creatures about as large as rats, whose jaws and
limb-bones have been found in the Upper Cretaceous and
Jurassic rocks of Xorth America, and in the Jurassic

(Purbeck Beds and Stonesfield Slate) of England. Most of

them seem to have Ijeen insectivorous marsupials, and one
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jaw of a young Triconodon from the Purbeck Beds of Swanage Table-case

is believed to show a single tooth being replaced in the ^^^

typical marsupial fashion (see p. 17). The unique collection

from the Purbeck Beds, made by Mr. S. H. Beckles, is

arranged in Table-case 14a, and comprises several jaws of

Triconodon (Fig. 74) and Simlacotlicrium (Fig. 75), besides

remains of other genera described by Owen in his " Mono-
graph of Mesozoic Mammals" (Palreont. Soc, 1871). With
these are some jaws from the Stonesfield Slate including the

original specimen of Phascolothrrium huclclandi (Fig. 76),

Fifi. 7G.—Lower jaw and teeth of rhaHcolothcriiiDi bucklandi, from the
Stonesfield Slate of Oxfordshire ; outline-fig. nat. size. (Table-case 14a.)

which was so much discussed by Cu^ier, Agassiz, and others

early in the last centur}^ Drawings of the American
Mesozoic jaws are placed with this collection for reference

(Fig. 77).

SUD-CLASS III.—PkOTOTHERIA.

Order XI.—MULTITUBERCULATA.

In some of the jaws of Mesozoic mammals, and in a

few similar specimens from the base of the Eocene, both in

Europe and Xorth America, there are crushing teeth which
bear two or three rows of tubercles or are provided with

tul)ercles round the edge. Tlie otherwise unknown animals
ti) whicli these jaws belong are named Multitulierculata, and
I hey are supposed to be related to the ancestors of the

living egg-laying mammals (Monotremata) of the Australian

region, because the young Ornifhorhynclius has somewliat

similar raultitubercidate teeth (see Fig. 82, p. 85).

G
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Fig 77 -Lower jaws of American Jurassic Mammals, from Wyommg
USA • A B twice nat. size; C-F, thiice nat. size; G four times

nat." size. 'Named by 0. C. Marsh as foUows :-a. Docorfon striatzis;

B. Dicrocynodon victor; c. Priacodon ferox ; d. D^-yolestes priscm,

E Drvolestes vcrrax ; F. Asthcnodoii segms ; G. Laodo7i ^^fS
a, canine; b, condyle; c, coronoid process; d, angle; g,

mylohjoid

groove ; s, symphysial surface.
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The largest of these mammals are represented iu tlie Table-case

Lower Eocene of New ]\Iexico, U.S.A., hy jaws which are

named Polymastodon in allusion to their " teeth with many
nipples." One piece of jaw and two plaster casts of com-
plete jaws are exhibited in Table-case 14a. A much smaller

Multituberculate, Ptilodus, occurs with Polymastodon in New
Mexico, while the allied Ncoplagiavlax (Fig. 78) is found in

the Lower Eocene of Elieims, France ; but there are no

14a.

Fio. 78.—Upper molar tooth of Neoplagimilax eocenus, grinding surface

and two lateral aspects, from the Lower Eocene of Rheims, France

;

the lower line indicating nat. size. (After Lemoine.)

specimens of these in the collection. Nearly similar teetli

and jaws are met with in the Upper Cretaceous Laramie
Formation of North America ; and others, of the genus

Plagiaulax, of which several jaws are shown in the Beckles

Collection from the Purbeck Beds, have cutting teeth in

front and multituberculate teeth only ])ehiud (Fig. 79).

Two-rooted multituljerculate teeth, belonging to an un-

Ivuown animal named Microlestes, are found even in tlie

Fifi. 7"J.—Lower jaw and cutting teeth of Plagiaulax becMcsi, from the

Purbeck Beds of Swanage ; twice nat. size. (Table-case 14a.)

Ithffitic Formation of England and Wiirtemberg. Specimens

of the very small M. moorei are exhibited from a Elia?tic

fissure-deposit at Holwell, near Frome. They bear tuliercles

round the edge of the crown and closely resemble the hinder

teeth of Plagicmlax. A skull with multituberculate teeth

from tlic Upper Triassic Karoo Formation of South Africa

was also placed here for some time. This (Fig. 81) was

descriljed under the name of Tntijlodon longsevvs and

assigned to a mammal by Owen ; while a fore limb from the

same formation, named Thcriodesimis 2'>hylarchus by Seeley,

a 2
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Fig. so.—Upper and lower jaws of American Jurassic Multituberculata,
from Wj-oming, U.S.A. ; three to six times nat. size, as marked.
Named by 0. C. Marsh as follows :

—

a-c. Ctenacodon ])otens ; E, F.

Ctenacodon serratus ; g, h, i, k, k. Allodon fortis ; j. m. Allodcm
laticeps ; t>, l. incisors of Ctenacodon. In upper jaws:— 1, 2, 3,

incisors
; a', first premolar

; a", second premolar ; b, fourth premolar
;

b', third premolar ; c, second true molar ; vi, malar arch ; s, suture
with maxilla. In lower jaws :

—

a, incisor ; b, condyle ; c, coronoid
process

; r, root of incisor.
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may perhaps belong to a similar animal. In the Triassic Table-ease

period, however, the Theriodont Eeptiles so closely approached '^*-

Fk;. 81.—Skull of Tritj/lodoii Iong(revus, palatal view (a) and upper view (6),

incomplete behind, from the Karoo Formation (Trias) of Basuto-

land, South Africa ; two-thirds uat. size. (Gallery of Fossil Reptiles,

Table-case 32.)

the lowest mammals that skeletons alone hardly suffice for

the exact determination of their affinities.

Tritylodon and Therriodcsmus are now arranged with the

Theriodonts in the Gallery of Fossil Eeptiles (Table-case 32).

Order XII.—MONOTREMATA.

The existing monotremes
evidently the much-altered

survivors of a very ancient

race, and owe their escape from

extinction to their small size

and l)urrowing habits. Their

predecessors, however, are

almost unknown. Plaster

casts of some limb-bones of a

large Echidna from the Wel-
lington Caves, New Soutli

Wales, are exhibited in Table-

case 14a.

ire Table-case
14a.

Fig. 82.—Right lower molar teeth

of the existing Australian

Monotreme(Or)iif/(oW(.i7»c/i»s),

showing their nmltitubercu-

latc crown ; three times uat.

size. (After C. Stewart.)
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Gallery Xo. 2—F(J8.sLL BUIDS.

Kemains of birds are very rare am(jiig fossils, exce^tt in

comparatively modern deposits on land ; and even under
these circumstances they are usually quite fragmentary.
They occur most commonly in swamps, such as the English
Fenland ; in the bed of silted-up lakes ; and in caverns and
fissures. They are only found Ity rare accident in the

marine deposits of an earlier geological date.

Class.—AYES.

Order L—CARINAT^.
Table-case The English Prehist<jric and I'leistocene birds, so far as

^3- known from the local deposits just mentioned, were essen-

tially similar to those which have lived in this country

during historic times. Of special interest, however, is the

discovery of remains of the pelican in the Fenland, and in

refuse heaps on the site of an ancient British village near

Glastonbury. It is also worthy of note that tlie great auk or

gare fowl (Alca impennis), which became extinct in 1844, has

been found in deposits in tlie north of England, Scotlantl,

and Ireland ; and a complete skeleton of tliis bird, discovered

by Professor John Milne in a guano deposit on Funk Island,

off Newfoundland, is exhiljited in a special Case marked
KK, near tlie S.E. window.

Among older remains of European flying birds exhibited

in Table-case 13, may be noted a leg-ljoue of an albatross

(Biomedea) from the Eed Crag of Suffolk ; bones of flamingo-

like birds (Palaslodus, Phcenicopterus), a species of ibis, ducks

and other Ijirds from the ]\Iiocene of France ; and various

eggs and feathers in Miocene fresliwater limestones and

lignite from France and (Tcrmany.

Still older is the unique collection of remains of Lower
Eocene birds from the London Clay exhibited in the same
Table-case. These fossils chiefly represent fish-eating sea-

birds, among which Odontopteryj^ and Prophaethon are

especially noteworthy. The skull of Odontopteryx (Fig. 83)

is remarkal)le for its strongly serrated jaws, tlie little pointed
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processes of bone beiug doubtless originally covered V)y

similar elevations of the horny beak, which would act like

teeth in dealinij^ with the slippery prey. This bird

Table-case
13.

was

r-sr'v=^-^---1^T^^-'^p^^"^^^^^P^^ ^

Fig. 83.— Skull and lower jaw of Odontopteryx toliapica, with bouy denticles

on jaws, from the Loudon Clay of Sheppey ; two-thirds nat. size.

(Table-case 13.)

probal ily related to the living gannets. Prophadhon resembles

a modern tropic bird, but has relatively larger hind legs.

Like the other fossils of the London Clay, these birds indicate

a subtropical climate in the south of England at the time
when they lived here.

From the London Clay there is also part of a large

skull named Dasornis londiniensis by Owen, who thought

it might perhaps belong to a Eatite bird like the ostrich.

More satisfactory remains of a large running bird, Gastornis,

from the Lower Eocene of England, France, and Belgium,

sutrgest affinities with the geese rather than with the

ostriches.

The earliest of all true and typical birds hitherto dis-

covered, are represented in Table-case 13 by a few bones of

Enaliornis from the Cambridge Greensand (Upper Cretaceous)

and by vertebra?, a pelvis, and limb-bones, with plaster casts

of other bones, of Ilesperornis from the Chalk of Kansas,

U.S.A. The vertebra with saddle-sliaped ends are especially

well preserved. These fossils seem to belong to swimming
birds like the existing divers (Cobjmhus) ; and the larger

bones from Kansas indicate a species If. regalis (Fig. 84),

which would measure from three to four feet in height. A
large drawing of a skeleton restored by the discoverer.

Professor 0. C. Mai'sli, is framed near the window. Hespev-

ornis has teeth in a groove in each jaw, though the extremity

of its upper jaw is toothless, and would prolSably be covered

with the usual horny beak. The bird must have been fliglit-

less, as indicated by its flattened breast-bone (sternum). A
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Table-ease littk' flying bird with keeled sternum, Ichthyornis (Fig. 85),
^^'

lias also been found in the Kansas Chalk, but is not

represented in the collection. Its teeth are in distinct

sockets, and some of its vertebrae are biconcave.

Fig. 84.—Skeleton of a toothed flightless bird, Hcsjicrornis regalis, from the
Cretaceous of Kansas, U.S.A.; about one-eighth nat. size. (After

Marsh. See Table-case 13.)

Among quite recently exterminated Carinatae from theTable-case.

Ca^e'^BB
•'^t^^ithern hemisphere, the rails from New Zealand {Aiitornis),
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the Chatham Ishmds {Diaplwra^itcryx) and Mauritius {Aphan-
apteryx), are of great interest on account of their close

resemblance to each other and to the living M'eka rail

{Oeydromus) of New Zealand. As they are all unable to fly,

Table-case
13a.

Case BB

Fig. 85.—Skeleton of a toothed flying bird, Ichthyornis victor, from the
Cretaceous of Kansas, U.S.A. ; one-half nat. size. (After Marsh.)

it is difficult to understand liow they reached such widely
separated islands. They are illustrated l)y various specimens
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Table-ease
13a.

Case BB.
Case JJ.
Wall-case

25.

Case LL.

ill Table-case 13a, aud by complete skeletons of Aptornis

and Diaphorapteryx in a special Case marked BB.
With these rails there also lived flightless geese and coots

on the islands of the southern Ocean. An incomplete

skeleton of tlie large flightless goose (Cnemiornis calcitrans)

from Xew Zealand is mounted in Case JJ ; and there is a

reconstructed skeleton of a coot {Paleeolimnas cha/hamcnsis)

from the Chatham Islands in Wall-case 25. Other remains

of the same birds and their allied genera are arranged in

Table-case 13a. They and the smaller kinds of moas in New
Zealand were probably the food of a large and powerful bird

(•f prey {Harpagoniis moorei), of which the greater part of a

skeleton is mounted in Case LL.

Fig. 86.—Restored skull and lower jaw of Fhcn-orhadios longissimtis,

from the Santa Cruz Formation of Patagonia; one-sixth nat. size.

(Case AA.)

Wall-case
25.

Case CC.

Table-case
12a.

Case AA.

A reconstructed skeleton, with plaster casts uf the liead

and foot, of the extinct dodo {Didus incpins) or flightless

ground-pigeon of Mauritius, is exhibited in Case CC, and
there are other bones in Wall-case 25. This Ijird, however,
is better illustrated in the Department of Zoology, where
there is also a skeleton of the allied solitaire (Pezophaps) from
Tiodriguez.

To a somewhat earlier geological period must be assigned

the extinct cariamas and other birds from the Santa Cruz
and other Tertiary Formations of Patagonia, which are com-
prised in the Ameghiuo Collection in Table-case 12a.

I'hororhacJios, the best known genus, is characterised by a

verv large head and a small bodv, as shown by the a.ssociated
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parts of a single individual here exliilnted. One of the Table-case

largest species, FhororhacJios longissimiLS, is represented by a case^AA
nearly complete lower jaw and the sharp tip of the upper

jaw, which are enough to justify the model of a restored

skull and mandible of this bird mounted in an adjacent

special Case (AA). The model (Fig. 8fi) measures nearly

two feet in length, and is much larger than the head of any
other known bird. The use of the powerful hooked beak is

unknown.

Okdek II.— RATITiE.

The ostrich-like flightless birds were much more numerous ^|^"^^®®^
and more widely distrilauted in the Pleistocene perit)d than Table-case
they are at the present day. They were especially charac- 12.

teristic of the southern hemisphere, and some of them
attained a gigantic size.

These birds were most numerously represented in New
Zealand, where they survived until the arrival of the Maoires,

and may even have existed in some places at the time of

Captain Cook's visit in 1777. They are referred to in many
native legends under the name of " Moa," but they remained
unknown to science until 1839, when the shaft of a small

thigh-bone, now exhibited in Table-case 12, was described

l)y Owen. He recognised that this bone belonged to a

flightless bird of a heavier and more sluggish kind than the

ostrich, which he proposed to name Dinornis strathioidcs

(" terrible bird like an ostrich "). By the exertions of the

Hon. Walter jNIantell and numerous later explorers a won-
derful series of Dinornithidse of many genera, species, and
varieties has gradually been discovered, and these birds are

now well represented in the collection. Of the largest species,

IHiwr/iis maximus, there is a nearly complete skeleton of

one individual 8 ft. Gin. in heiglil in Case GG (see Case GG.

I'late V). AVith this is placed another complete skeleton of

one of the smallest species, Anomaloptcri/x 2^c(-i"va, only three

feet in height. There is also a stuffed s])ecimen of a kiwi

(AjJte/'Tjx), which is the sole survivor of the IJatihe in New
Zealand at the present day. In boxes on the floor of the

case are some of the Ijouy rings of the windpipe found witli

the fossil skeletons. The skeleton of a medium-sized bird

with very stout legs, rdchyornis elqjhantopifs, is mounted in

(Jase FF, and in front of this there is a small slal) of sand- Case FF.
stone from a hardened beach bearing the footprint of one of

the moas. Skeletons of two more slender small species,
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Case HH.

Wall-cases
23, 24.

Table-ease
12.

Case GG.

Wall-case
24.

Wall-case
25.

Case DD.

Anoiiialopteryj: didiformis und Emeus [iravijjcs, are exhibited

in Case HH. There are also various more frafrmentary

specimens of Dinornithidfc in Wall-cases 23 and 24 and in

Table-case 12. In the latter may l^e noticed, besides eggs

and feathers, the mummified remains of the liead, neck and
legs of a small species from a very dry fissure-cavern in

Otago. This specimen shows, in addition to the skin, the

bony (sclerotic) plates round the eye, the tracheal rings of

the windpipe, and the sheath of the claws. ]\Iany of the more
fragmentary bones were obtained from tlie old cooking-places

of the jMacaies, who seemed to have hunted and fed u})on the

moas.

As shoMii ])y the fine skeleton of Dinornis maxirans

(Plate V), the wing is more reduced in the Dinornithidfe

than in any other known birds. There is nothing beyond a

small scapulo-coracoid bone, which does not even bear a

socket for the limb. The feathers agree mucli more closely

with those of the Australian emus and cassowaries than

-with those of the New Zealand kiwis.

In the Australian region there were emus in the Tleisto-

cene period. There was also another large Batite bird,

Genyornis newtoni, of which remains have been discovered

near lake Callabonna, South Australia. As shown by a

hind limb in Wall-case 24, it liad a remarkably slender inner

toe. It lived with the small-toed Dvprotodon already

mentioned (p. 78).

Eatite birds were also abundant in Madagascar at a quite

recent geological period, although none now survive in that

island. They seem to have been most closely similar to the

Apteryj- and moas of Xew Zealand, and one species, Aepyorais

titan, of which there are limb-1 tones in Wall-case 25 and a

plaster cast of a limb on Stand II, probably exceeded in size

the largest of the New Zealand birds. A specimen of moderate

dimensions, .^C2:)?/or?u's7w/f?c5ra?if?i!i, is represented in Case DD
by a reconstructed skeleton, which exhibits a short and

broad ])reastbone, like that of Apteryx, with remains of a very

small wing. E,L!gs of Acpyornis are not uncommon in the sand

bordei-ing the lakes of ]\Iadagascar, and they are sometimes

washed out during stormy weather. Under these circumstances

they float on the water and are picked up by the natives.

Fine examples are shown in Case DD, The largest measures

three feet in its largest circumference by two feet six inches

in girth, and its liquid contents would equal a little more than

two gallons. Such eggs would probably be laid by the largest
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Skeleton of the (Tigantic Moa [Dinornis maximus) from New Zealand

;

ouc-i5cvcntccnth nat. size. (Case GG.)
\Tu face p. 92.
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"Wall-ease
25.

species, Aepyornis titan and A. maxiiiULS, but it is worthy of Wall-case

note that in the New Zealand Apteryx the egg is enormous ''^^q

compared with the size of the bird which lays it (see Case GG).

The living rheas of South America were preceded in the

Tertiary period by large birds like Brontornis, of which

plaster casts of limb-bones are exhibited in Wall-case 25.

The two-toed ostriches, which are now confined to Africa

and Arabia, ranged into the Indian and south-eastern

European regions in Pliocene times. Eemains of Struthio

asiaticus from the Siwalik Formation of India are placed

with the skeleton of a modern ostrich in Case EE. A Case EE,

small piece of limb-bone from the Eocene of the Fayum,
Egypt, exhibited in Table-case 12, prolmbly represents an

ancestor of the ostriches, which has Iieen named Ercmopezus

eocaenus.

Order III.—SAURURJE.

Birds are proved by their structure to be closely related Table-case

to reptiles ; and many of the extinct reptiles exhibit pecu- ^^'

liarities which are now exclusively confined to birds. It is

therefore interesting to observe that the oldest known birds,

which date back to the latter part of the Jurassic period,

approach the reptiles more nearly than any existing birds in

at least four respects. They are peculiar in (1) the possession

of true teeth, (2) the Ijiconcave or flat-ended shape of their

vertebraB, (3) the completeness of three clawed fingers in the

wing, and (4) the elongated, not tufted, shape of the tail.

In allusion to the last-mentioned feature they are named
Saururffi (" lizard-tails ").

Of these primitive bu'ds only two satisfactory specimens

have hitherto been discovered, both in the Lithographic

Stone of Bavaria, which is of the same geological age as the

Kimmeridge Clay of England. They seem to belong to two

species of one genus, and the first specimen, representing

ArcliiBoptcryx macrura of Owen, is shown in Table-case 13.

The piece of limestone in which the skeleton is preserved has

split along the plane of weakness caused l)y the presence of

the fossil itself, so that some of the l)ones adhere to one face

while other portions are retained by the counterpart slab. It

is thus necessary to exhibit the two slabs side by side, the

one supplementing the other. As shown by the accompany-
ing photograph (Plate VI) and the explanatory diagram

(Fig. 87), there is a typical bird's " merrythought " (furcula)



Fig. 87.—Diagrammatic sketch of the fossil lizard-tailed bird, Archxo-
pteryx macrura, from the Lithographic Stone (Upper Jurassic) of

Eichsfadt, Bavaria ; about one-quarter nat. size. a, acetabulum

;

b, cast of brain-cavity of skull ; c, ribs ; cr, carpals
; /, femur ; fii, fur-

cula ; h, humerus ; i, ischium ; mt, tarsometatarsus
; p, phalanges of

foot ; r, radius ; sc, scapula ; t, tibia ; u, ulna ; 1, 2, phalanges of hand.
(Table-case 1.3.)
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If?
f

>.^f#?'

',^*'j

V^^^

Fossil Ijizard-tailed Bird, Arclixoptenjxviacniru, from the Lithographic Stone (Upper

Jurassic) of Eichstiidt, Bavaria ; about ono-quarter uat. size. (Table-case IS.)

[To face p. 94.
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between the wiugs ; and the hind leg is exactly that of a Table-ease

perching bird. The long tail, however, comprises a row of

twenty slender vertebrse, each bearing a pair of feathers.

Owing to the fine grain of the stone, the feathers both of

the wings and the tail are perfectly displayed in impressions,

which were made when the actual feathers were originally

buried in the soft limy mud.
Of the second specimen of the Arc]iBeo])ie)'ijx, now in the

Berlin Museum, a plaster cast is placed next to the first

example in Table-case 13. It retains the head, which is

quite bird-sliaped, though its jaws are provided with teeth

Fig. 88.—Skull and lower jaw of Archieopteryx siemensi, showing teeth,
from the Lithographic Stone (Upper Jurassic) of Eichstadt, Bavaria

;

nat. size. (After Dames. Original in Berlin ^Museum. Plaster cast
in Table-case 13.)

in sockets (Fig. 88). It also exhibits the three clawed fingers

of the wing. A photograph of the specimen is fixed head
downwards on the wall near the window, to show the lizard-

like sprawl assumed by the skeleton at the time it was
buried.
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Palaeolithic implements, 0.

Palcfiomastodon, 64.

Palieontology, xvi.

Palicoreas, 44.

Palffiotherium, 25.

Palorchestes, 78.

' Pangolin, 77.

Peccary, 31.

Pelican, 86.

Perissodactyla, 18.

Pezophaps, 90.
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Phalanger, 77.

Phascolonus, 78.

Phascolotherium, 81.

Pheuacodus, 26.

Phcenicopterus, 86.

Phororhachos, 20.

Pica, 67.

Pig, 30.

Pikermi, bone-bed, 2.

Pinnipedia, 17.

Pithecauthropus, 10.

Plagiaulax, 83.

Pleistocene Europe, 3.

Pleistocene Mammals, 4.

Pleistocene Man, 6.

Pliocene Mammals, 8.

Pliohyi-ax, 48.

Poebrotberium, 35.

Polymastodon, 88.

Porpoise, 69.

Poucbed lion, 78.

Priacodon, 82.

Primates, 9.

Primitive Man, 9.

Proaelurus, 12.

Proboscidea, 52.

Procoptodon, 78.

Procyonidffi, 14.

Prodremotberium, 35.

Prophsetbon, 86.

Prorastomus, 68.

Prosqualodon, 70.

Proterotberiidte, 52.

Protbylacinus, 17.

Protoceratidae, 35.

Protobippus, 24.

Protorobippus, 25.

Prototberia, 81.

Prozeuglodon, 71.

Pseudfelurus, 12.

Pterodon, 17.

Ptilodus, 83.

Purbeck Mammals, 80.

Pyrotberium, 50.

lioebuck, 41.

Ruminants, 31.

s.

R.

Rabbit, 67.

Raccoon, 14.

Rail, 88.

Rangifer, 41.

Ratitae, 91.

Red deer, 41.

Reindeer, 41.

llbinoceros, IS.

Rbytina, 67.

Kodontia, 66.

Rodents, 66.

Sabre-tootbed tiger, 12.

Saiga, 43.

Samos, Isle of, 2.

Samotberium, 87.

Sarcopbilus, 79.

Saurune, 93.

Scelidotberium, 71.

Sciuromorpba, 66.

Sea-cows, 67.

Seal, 17.

Sectorial Tootb, 17.

Selenodont, 81.

Sbeep, 43.

Sbrew, 17.

Simiidte, 10.

Sirenia, 67.

Sivatberium, 37.

Slotb, 71.

Solitaire, 90.

Spalacotberium, 81.

Sparassodonta, 17.

Spurrell's flint, 7.

Spy Man, 9.

Squalodon, 70.

Stalagmite, 3.

Stegodon. 57.

Steller's Sea-cow, 67.

Strutbio, 93.

Suidas, 30.

Sus, 80.

T.

Tapir, 26.

Tapiridte, 26.

Tapirus, 26.

Tasmanian Devil, 79.

Wolf, 79.

Tetrabelodon, 61.

Tberiodesmus, 85.

Tbree-toed borse, 24.

Tbvlacinus, 79.

Tbylacoleo, 78.

Tilbury Man, 9.

Tiuoceras, 47.

Titauotberiidae, 22.

Titanotherium, 22.

Tootbed birds, 87.

wbales, 70.

Toxodon, 50.

Toxodontia, 48.

Tragoceros, 44.

Tragulidoe, 35.

Tricbecodon, 17.
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Tricouodon, 81.

Tritylodou, 83.

Trogontherium, 66.

Tylopoda, 35.

Typotherium, 48.

u.

Uintatherium, 46.

Ungulata, 18.

Ursidse, 14.

Ursus, 15.

Urus, 43.

V.

Yiverrida>, 13.

w.

Walrus, 17.

Weasel, 14.

Whale, 69.

Wild-boar, 30.

Wolf, 14.

Wombat, 77.

Woolly rhinoceros, 19.

X.

Xiphodontidio, 35.

z.

Zeuglodon, 71.
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GUIDE-BOOKS.
{The Guide-boolis can be obtained only at the Museum. Postage extra.)

General Guide to the Museum, 8vo. ^d.

Guide to the Eaces of Mankind (Anthropology), 8vo. 4rf.

Galleries of Mammals, 8vo. 6d.

Great Game Animals, Bvo. Is.

Elei^hants (Recent and Fossil), Bvo. 6^.

Horse Family, 8vo. Is.

Domesticated Animals (other than Horses), 8vo. G(Z.

Cetaceans (Whales, Porpoises, and Dolphins), 8vo. Ad.

Gallery of Birds, 4to. 2s. Qd.

General Series of Birds, 4to. Q>d.

Nesting Series of British Birds, ito. 4rZ.

Gallery of Reptilia and Amphibia, 8vo. Q>d.

Gallery of Fishes, Svo. Is.

Insect Gallery, 8vo. Is.

Shell and Starfish Galleries, Svo. Q>d.

Coral Gallery, Svo. Is.

Fossil Mammals and Birds, Svo. Gd.

Fossil Reptiles and Fishes, Svo. Grf.

Fossil Invertebrate Animals, Svo. Is.

Mineral Gallery, Svo. \d.

Index to the Collection of Minerals, Svo. 2fZ.

An Introduction to the Study of Minerals, with a Guide to the Mineral
Gallery, Svo. 6fZ.

to the Study of Rocks, Svo. Is.

to the Study of Meteorites, Svo. &d.

Guide to Sowerby's Models of British Fungi, Svo. id.

the British Mycetozoa, Svo. 3d.

List of British Seed-plants and Ferns, Svo. id.

Special Guides : No. 1. Old Natural History Books, Svo. M.
No. 2. History of Plant Classification, Svo. id.

No. 3. Memorials of Linnaius, Svo. 3(^.

Handbook of Instructions for Collectors, Svo. Is. Grf. ; or in eleven separate

sections, at ?>d. or Ad. each.

CATALOGUES, Etc. (Selection).

History of the Collections :
-

Vol. I. Libraries ; Botany ; Geology ; Minerals. 1904, Svo. 15s.

Vol. n. Zoology. 1906, Bvo. £1 10s.

Catalogue of the Library of the British Museum (Natural History).

Vols. I., II. 1903-4, 4to. £1 each.

Report on the Collections of Natural History made in the Antarctic Regions
during the Voyage of the ' Southern Cross.' 53 Plates. 1902, roy. Svo. £2.

Reports on the Natural History of the ' Discovery ' National Antarctic

Expedition, 1901-4 :—
Vol. I. Geology. 10 Plates, 72 Text-figures, 2 Maps. 1907, 4to.

£1 10s.

Vol. II. Zoology (Vertebrata : Mollusca : Crustacea). 33 Plates, 146
Text-figures, 1 Map. 1907, 4to. £3.

Vol. III. Zoology (Invcrtebrata) and Botany (Marine Algje : Musci).

51 Plates, 8 Text-figures, 1 Chart. 1907, 4to. £2 10s.

Vol. IV. Zoology (Invertebrata). 65 Plates, 1 Text-figure. 1908, 4to,

£1 15s.
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CATALOGUES, Etc. (Selection)—contlnmJ.

Monograph of Christmas Island (Indian Ocean), \\oodcnts, 22 Plates, and a

Map. I'JOO, 8vo. £1,

Catalogue of Monkeys, Lemurs, and Fruit-eating Bats. Woodcuts. 1870,

8vo. is.

Catalogue of Carnivorous ^Mammalia. Woodcuts. 1869, 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Seals and Whales. 2nd Edition. Woodcuts. 1866, 8vo. 8s.

Supplement. Woodcuts. 1871, 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Ruminant Mammalia (Pecora). Plates. 1872, Bvo. 3s. 6d.

^larsupialia and jMonotremata. Plates. 1888, 8vo. £1 8s.

Birds. Vols. X.-XXVII. Woodcuts and Coloured Plates.

1885-98, 8vo. 20s. to 36s. a volume.
(
Vols. I. to IX.out ofprint.)

Hand List of the Genera and Species of Birds. Vols. I.-IV. 1889-1903, 8vo.

10s. a volume.

Catalogue of Birds' Eggs. Vols. I.-IV. Coloured Plates. 1901-5, 8vo.

£1 5s. to £1 10s. a volume.

Chelonians. Woodcuts and Plates. 1889, 8vo. 15s.

Lizards. 2nd Edition. Vols. I.-III. Plates. 1885-87, 8vo.

20s. to 26s. each.

Snakes. Vols. I.-III. Woodcuts and Plates. 1893-96, 8vo.

17s. &d. to £1 6s. each.

Fishes. 2nd Edition. Vol. I. W^oodcuts and 15 Plates.

1895, 8vo. 15s.

Madreporarian Corals. Vols. I.-VI. Plates. 1893-1906, Ito.

18s. to 35s. a volume.

Fossil Mammalia. Parts I.-V. Test illust. 1885-87, 8vo. 4.s-.

to 6s. a part.

Fossil Birds. 75 Woodcuts. 1891, 8vo. 10s. 6(Z.

Fossil Eeptilia and Amphibia. Parts I.-IV. Text illust. 1888-90,

8vo. 7s. ad. each.

Fossil Fishes. Parts I.-IV. Plates and Woodcuts. 1889-

1901, 8vo. 21s. each.

the Tertiary Vertebrata of the Fayum, Egypt. 26 Plates and
98 Text-figures. 1906, 4to. £1 15s.

Systematic List of the Edwards Collection of British Oligocene and Eocene
MoUusca. 1891, 8vo. 6s.

Catalogue of Tertiary MoUusca. Part I. The Australian Tertiary Mollusca.

8 Plates. 1897, 8vo. 10s.

Fossil Cephalopoda. Parts I.-III. Text illust. 1888-97, 8vo.

10s. 6^. to 15s. a part.

List of Types and Figured Specimens of Fossil Cephalopoda. 1898, Bvo. 2s. Qd.

Catalogue of British Fossil Crustacea. 1877, Bvo. 5s.

Jurassic Bryozoa. 22 Woodcuts and 11 Plates. 1896, 8vo. 10s.

Cretaceous Bryozoa. Vol. I. 64 Woodcuts and 17 Plates.

1899, Bvo. 16s.

Blastoidea. 20 Plates. 1886, 4to. 25s.

The Genera and Species of Blastoidea, with a List of the Specimens in

the Museum. 1899, Bvo. 3s.

The above-mentioned Catalogues may be purchased of Messrs. Longmans & Co.,

39, Paternoster Row ; Mr. Quaritch, 11, Grafton Street, New Bond Street
;

and Messrs. Dulau & Co., 37, Soho Square ; or at the Natural History

Museum, Cromicell Road, London, S.W. A more detailed list may be

obtained on application to the Director of the Museum.
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BRITISH MUSEUM
(NATURAL HISTORY).

DAYS AND HOURS OF ADMISSION.

The Exhibition Galleries are open to the Public free, every

WEEK-DAY, in

January, from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m.

February, 1st to 14th, „ „ „ „ 4.30
,

February, 15th to end, „ „ „ ,, 5 ,

March, „ „ „ „ 5.30 ,

April to August, „ „ „ „ G

September, „ „ „ ,, 5.30
,

October, „ „ „ ,, 5 ,

November and December, „ ,, ,, „ 4 ,

Ako, on Mondays and Saturdays only, from May 1st to the

middle of July, till 8 p.m., and from the middle of July

to the end of August, till 7 p.m.

The Museum is also open on Sunday aftermoons throughout

the 3'ear.

The Museum is closed on Good Friday and Christmas Day.
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